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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
In order to find out how much Puritanism
there was in John Lesley and in the movement which
he started, it is necessary to have an understanding
of Puritanism, and some appreciation of the ideals
and the spirit which actuated the Puritans. The
influence of such men as Oliver Cromwell, John Milton,
and Richard Baxter was profound and widespread dur-
ing the seventeenth century. The effect upon the
succeeding century showed itself in a different and
a more permanent form.
in the study of a great leader and of the
work which he did, it is well to consider his back-
ground 1 to find out what was his inheritance, his
early environment both at home and at school; to
know the age in which he lived, the problems he
faced and how he met them; the central ideas of his
teachings, the scope of his influence, and the re-
sults of his work.
%
Any study of English history of the eighth-
teenth century is incomplete unless it places at
the center of its life, John Wesley. ""e are going
to study his Puritan heritage, his Puritan home-
training, the internal conflict of his soul as he
strove to find peace; his final realization of sal-
vation through faith in God, and the zeal with
which he entered his ministry.
In addition to all this there is the effect
he had upon his century and the lasting results of
his work. Considering the wickedness which pre-
vailed throughout the land during his life-time,
it is natural that John Wesley desired to put the
principles of Christianity into practice in strict
Puritanical fashion. He himself aimed to fill
every fragment of time full of some activity which
would glorify God. He also endeavored to make his
followers do the same, with the result that the
moral tone of the nation was changed and raised to
a much higher level. To show how this was accom-
plished and what the Puritan elements in this
movement were, is the aim of .this thesis.

CHAPTER ONE
1

DEFIN ITION OF PURITANISM
Fo] lowing the reign of ^ueen Mary, English
Protestants returned from a three year exile in Gen-
eva with a firm resolve to make all living "holy
living." In Geneva they had listened to the preach-
ing of John Knox, who was influenced by John Calvin.
The English uongregation at Geneva used a Book of
Common Order which was approved by Calvin. Living
in that city, which Calvin was transforming from a
mediaeval city of iniquity to & City for God, ruled
by moral law and scriptural commandments, had made
lasting impressions on the English Non-Conformists,
omall wonder is it that when these refugees returned
to their native land they desired to build up a
nation for God, according to Calvinistic principles.
Calvin's Institutes for Christian Religion
greatly influenced the Puritans. The following pass-
ages particularly illustrate the Puritan ideal:
ti
We must be holy bee; use God is holy. (Leviticus
19 *2 )... .Besides we are at the same time admonlahefi
that if we would be regarded as the Lord's people, we
must inhabit the holy city, Jerusalem, which, as he

has consecrated It to himself, it were impious for
its inhabitants to profane by impurity. Hence the
expres s ions,
'Who shall abide in thy tabernacle?
Who shall dwell in thy holy hill?
He that walketh uprightly
And worketh righteousness.' (Psalms 15:
for the sanctuary in which he dwells ought to be not
like an unclean sta 11 ... .scripture. .not only en-
Joins us to regulate our lives with a view to G-od,
its author to whom it belongs, but.... adds, that
Ghrist... is set before us as a model, the image or
which our lives should express Doctrine is not
an affair of the tongue, but of the life, is not
apprehended by the intellect and memory merely, like
other branches of learning, but is received only when
it possessess the whole soul, and finds its se^t and
habitation in the inmost recesses of the heart....
Doctrine... must be transfused into the breast, and
pass into the conduct, and so transform us into it-
(1)
self, as not to prove unfruitful."
(1) Calvin, John Institutes of Christian Religion
Vol. II. Book HIT Shatter VI
P. 254 f.
G
The Puritans wanted a return to the original
purity, reality and sincerity of religion which the
Christians of the first century had manifested.
The Puritans had learned from the disciples of Calvin
"8 system in which the heart and soul were sustained
by intellectual appreciation of theological truths,
(2)
rather than by outward actions of the body." The
Puritans desired to purge the Established ohurch of
all ceremonialism and outward formality which had
developed so much that real religion was forgotten
and unknown. Because they desired to purify the
O)
church they were called "Puritans."
Carlyle describes the existing religion and
what the Puritans wanted, thus: "it is what the old
prophets called idolatry, worshipping of hollow
ghgwa ; What all earnest do and will rej ect . . . .The
struggle of men intent on the real essence of
things against men intent on the semblance and form
of things. It stood preaching in its bare pulpit,
with nothing but the Bible in its hand. Nay, a man
preaching from his earnest soul into the earnest
souls of men; is not this virtually the essence of
all churches everywhere? The nakedest, savages t real-
(2) Gardiner, The i?'lrst tw o atuarta fend the Puritan
Revolution « Chapter I p.
2
(3) Walker /'J. History of the Christian Church,
p. 458

ity, I say, is preferable to any semblance, howeVer
dignified. Besides it will clothe itself with due
(1)
~~
semblance by &nd by, if it be real."
Eileen Elizabeth was, a Protestant, and desired
to see Protestantism, rethei than Catholicism, tri-
umph in England. But it was a trying period for
.^npland, then, and the affairs of state were more
vital to her then than was her religion, **11 her
subjects must recognize the supremacy of the Crown
in church affairs as well as in affairs of the state.
a national church was desired, and therefore, every-
one must show outward conformity - to the Book, of .Common
Prayer and the ceremonies of the Church of England.
But the Puritan considered they had a higher author-
ity to obey than kings. When they steadfastly re-
fused to conform, James I declared, "I will make them
conform, or I will harry them out of the land."
The Puritan interpretation of the sabbath as a
day of rest was different from the interpretation
given it by the clergy of the Church of England. For
the Puritans it was synonymous Alth the ancient
Jewish sabbath, as expressed in the fourth command
-
(1) Carlyle, Thomas Heroes and Hero-worship
pp. ^41-^4j>.
(2) Greene, ' _A_Short History of the English
People. P . 480
9«
ment. The iiiiglish clergy considered it as one of
the holidays of the (Jhurch, and encouraged the people
to participate in recreations after attendance at
the Church service. In 1628 the Declaration of
Sports was reissued. It was rlgourously enforced
and every minister was ordered to read from the
pulpit the declaration in favor of Sunday sports,
Many Puritan ministers refused, and they were conse-
quently deprived of their positions. "One Puritan
minister had the wit to obey, and to close the read-
ing with the significant hint, 'You have heard read,
good people, both the commandment of God and the
(1)
commandment of man. Obey which you please. 1 "
This declaration was a direct affront to the
Puritan ideal of "holy living". Because the atmos-
phere of old England was not congenial to these
people trained in Calvinism, a general exodus to
New England resulted. From 1629 to 1640 at least
twenty thousand crossed the Atlantic, with them went
much of the best blood of "Sngland. "They were In
great part men of the professional and middles class-
es; some of them were men of large landed estates,
some zealous clergymen like Cotton, Hooker and Roger
(1) G-reene, a Short History of the English People .
P. 511
r
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Williems, some shrewd London lawyers, or young
scholars frcu Oxford. The bulk were God-fearing
(1)
farmers from Lincolnshire and the eastern counties."
Later the conformity requirements were made even
more severe. The Act of Uniformity or 1662 prohibit-
ed the use of any services other than those contained
in the revised Prayer-Book. By the same act it was
unlawful to take arms against the king. i?rora fifteen
hundred to two thousand ministers of the Puritans
gave up their positions rather than conform.
The Puritans had not intended to leave the Church
but now they were forced out. hs if that were not
enough, additional laws were passed. "By the First
Conventicle Act of 1664, fine, imprisonment and ulti-
mate transportation were penalties for presence at
a service not in accordance with the Prayer Eook,
attended by five or more persons not cf the same
household. The 'Five Mile Act' of the next year,
forbade any 'person in holy orders, or pretended
Koly Orders' or who had preached to a 'Conventicle',
and did not take the oath condemning armed resist-
ance to the King to live within five miles of any
(1) Greene, J.R., h Short History of the English
FeopTeTpT^OSf
-
;
t<
incorporated town, or within the s<*rae distance or
the former piece of his ministry, ouch personb
(1)
were also forbidden to teach school."
All these e f torts to dismiss or extinguish
Puritans were unsuccessful. Puritan preaching cont-
inued wherever Puritan preachers were found.
Kichard Baxter, who was one or the expelled clergy
described the suffering of the ministers. "Many
hundreds of them, with their wives and children, had
neither house nor bread ... .Their congregations had
enough to do, besides a small maintenance, to help
them out of prison, or to maintain them there.
Though they were as frugal as possible, they could
hardly live; some lived on little more than brown
bread and -water; many had no more than eight or ten
pounds a year on which to maintain a family, so
that a piece of flesh did not come to their tables
in six weeks time; their allowance could scarce
afford them bread and cheese But poverty was
the least of their sufferings. They were jeered at
by the players, rhey were hootect through the streets
by the mob. Many of the ministers ..... preached -to
(1) ffslker, williston History of the Christ ian
cma-renT p. 474~n

8.
such as would hear them in fields or private housea,
till they v/ere -ipprehended, or cast into jails, where
(1)
many of them perished."
These ministers who were driven from their
parishes "were the most learned and most active of
their order ... .They stooa at the hecid of the London
clergy, as the London clergy stood in general re-
pute at the herd of their cl«ss throughout England.
They occupied the higher posts at the two universi-
ties. No English divine, save Jeremy Taylor, rivalled
Howe h-s a preacher. No parson was so renowned £.
controversialist or so indefatigable a parish priest
as Baxter. And behind these men stood a fifth of
the whole body of the clergy, men whose zeal and labor
had diffused throughout the country a greater appear-
ance of piety and religion than it had ever displayed
before."
The Puritans were dutiful readers of the Bible.
They interpreta ted it literally ana took it for -
guide for every activity of their live?. I Aad only been
within recent years that the Bible had been trans-
lated and given to the people. At that time there
(1; Cxreene, J.R. a Shor t History of the English
Peopl e. p.6^b.
(2) Greene, J.R. :3ame as above p. 6£2,

were very few books, and very little literature to
read, especially for the common people. The effect
of the Bible v;as far-reaching on the character of
the people at large, on the litei-'ature which was
produced, and in other vfays. " England became the
people of the book, and that book was the Bible.
It was as yet the one English book which was famil-
iar to every Englishman; it was read at churches,
it was read at home, and everywhere, its words, as
they fell on ears 3 which custom had not deadened,
(X)
kindled a startling enthusiasm." "The power
of the Book over the mass of Englishmen showed
itself in a thousand superficial ways, and in none
more conspicuously than in the influence it exerted
on ordinary speech,"
In accordance with their ideal of glorifying
God in all living, the personal righteousness was
the aim of the Puritans, as well as purity in
Church membership, according to Calvin, and accord-
ing to the Puritans, the individual is responsible
to God for the minute acts of his life. He, there-
fore tried to bring his life in line with these ideals
and to put into practice those scriptural passages
(1) and (d) Greene, J.R., Jk Short History of the
English P
e
ople.
pp. 460 ' and 461.

10.
which verified their ideals concerning humeri conduct.
"Finally, brethern, whatsoever things are true, what-
soever things are honorable, whatsoever things are
Just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things
are of good report; if there be any virtue, if there
(1)
be any praise, think on these things."
"Whether ye eat or whether ye drink, or whatsO-
(2)
ever ye do, do all to the glory of God." "&bhor
O)
that which is evil, and cleave to that which is good."
The Puritan associated only with men who shared the
same purpose he did. "The ordinary Puritan 'loved all
that were Godly, much misliking the wicked and profane."' (4)
"Neither in youth nor in ripe years could the
most fair and enticing woman ever draw him into un-
necessary familiarity or dalliance, wise and virtuous
women he loved, and delighted in all pure and holy
and unblameable conversation with them, so as never
to excite scandal or temptation, scurrilous discourse
even among men he abhorred; and though he sometimes
took pleasure in wit ana mirth, yet that which was
mixed with impurity he never could endure. higher
conception of duty colored men's daily actiona . . .
.
(1) Phillipians 4:8
I'd) First Corinthians 10:31
O) Komans 12:9
'( 4)Green, J.R. - A Short History of the English
People . p .466
.
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His aim was to attain self-command, to be master of
himself, his thought, his speech, his acts. certain
gravity and reflectiveness gave its tfcne to the light-
est details of his converse with the world about him.
His temper, Quick as It might nattirally be, was kept
under strict control.... His life v;as orderly and
methodical, sparing of diet and of self-indulgence;
he rose early, he never was at any time idle, and
hated to see any one else so. The new sobriety and
self-restraint marked itself even in his change of
dress, i'he gorgeous colors and jev;els of the
~
• (i)
Renaissance disappeared ."
In time this abstinence from simple pastimes
and pleasures was carried to such an extent that it,
"narrowed human sympathy and human intelligence.....
The godly man learned to shrink from a ....mince
pie at Uhristmas, as he shrank from impurity or a lie.
Life became hard, rigid, colorless, as it became
(2)
in tens e.
"
In this respect Puritanism receives its hardest
criticism, and justly so. To lose one's sense of
the appreciation of beauty and the joy in living is to
(1J and (2) Greene, J.R., A Short His tory of the
English People.
PP. 46*6*
4
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take a narrow warped attitude toward life. Yet this
was true of many Puritans.
"The want of poetry^ of f-ncy, in the common
Puritan temper condemned half the popular observances
of 72ngland as superstitious.. , It was superstitious
to keep Christmas, or to deck the house with holly
and ivy. It was superstitious to dance round the
village Msy-pole. It was flat Papery to eat a mince-
pie. The rough sport, the mirth and fun of 'Merry
England' were out of place in an England called with
so great a calling. Bull-baiting, bear-baiting, horse
racing, cock-fighting, tht village revel, the dance
under the May-pole, were put down with the s*me
indis criminating severity* The long struggle between
the Puritans and the playwrights ended in the closing
of every theatre. '
furthermore, the more severe the persecutions
of the Puritans became, the more bigoted and narrow
they became, "as hope after hope died into defeat and
disaster, the mood of the Puritan grew sterner and
more Intolerant."
(1) and (2) Greene, J.R., A Short Hi story of the
Eng II i h Peop 1 e
.
pp." 606 and "4?6
.
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But to think that this gives a fair picture of
Puritan life is to take a narrow, one-sided view of
xuritanism. Puritanism is a "word of msny shades."
To say that Puritanism is synonymous with sternness,
gloominess, intolerance, sobriety, lack of humor,
i s to tell only half of title truth. vve must also
include their earnestness of purpose, honesty,.
thrift, earnestness, orderliness and their courage
through persecution. ^11 are elements of Puritanism.
We must consider all aspects of this movement, vve
must take s synoptic view of it. It is difficult to
define Puritan life, when there were so many Puritans.
borne were extremely narrow and intolerant; others
liberal and " had a greot love for music,.... paint-
(1)
ings, sculpture and a 11 liberal arts." all were one
in their aim to glorify God in all that they did,
in their love of their Bible, their strict observance
of the Sabbath; their desire to purify all life,
—
in personalities, church worship and rational govern-
ment, in short to establish the Kingdom of God in
_ ngland.
"as a class the irurltsns were undeniably chargeable
with some lack of genisl sympathy with the pleasurable
(i; Greene, J.R., A Short History o f the Engl ish People.
P. 465ft.
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end artistic side of life. But this, with many of
them, was no offspring of poverty and narrowness
cf spirit. It was due largely to their mor&l
earnestness, their sense of the seriousness of life,
their intense stress upon the thought of personal
responsibility to the God of judgment and justice.
The creed of the -Puritan forbad him to ....take up
with the t>asy standards which happened to have curr-
ency. He felt obliged to consult higher authority,
-
the claims of conscience, the will of God. By this
disposition he lost some of the plasticity which
gives smoothness and affability to social intercourse.
but he secured no mean compensation in firmness of
(1)
moral fibre."
The finest expression of jfuritynism was found in the
homes. They closely resemble the homes which
existed in ancient Israel, when every household was
a schoolhouse of religion and morality and the parents
were the teachers. With the Hebrews all the life of
the home,-- conversation, work, play, etc., centered
around religion, bo it was in the Puritan homes in
England in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
There Puritan children, maidens and youths, were trained
(1) Sheldon, H.C., The Modern Church
Vol. I p. 33677
r
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in habits of cleanliness, obedience, honesty,
purity of life, Bible-reading, strict Sabbath obser-
vance, industry, self-control, thrift, end others
which would develop sterling Christian characters.
^11 ths t is fine and noble, lofty and inspiring
was Instilled into these Puritan sons and
daughters from the time they were rocked to slaep
in the cradle until they started homes of their own.
"Hone as we conceive j.t now, was the creation
of the Puritan. Wife and child rose from mere
dependents upon the will of the husband or father,
as husband and father saw in them saints like them-
selves, souls hallowed by the touch of a divine spirit
and called with a divine calling like his own. The
sense of spiritual fellowship p-ave a new tenderness
(1)
and refinement to the common family affections."
Puritan homes were the scenes of much industry.
"The needle and the distaff were seldom idle; spinning
yarn, working samplers, stitching household garments,
brewing and baking, cultivating herbs and flowers,
end keeping the home sweet and sootlessly clean, left
(2)
little time for the pursuit of vanities."
( 1 ) Qr e ne , J . R . h 3 hort H istory of the Sngllsh People
P. 463.
(2) Flynn, J.S. The Influence of Puritanism. p. 74

16.
Purit&n homes were happy homes. "To think of
the Puritan households as peopled by long- faced
bigots, 7vith envy in their hearts, and sanctimony
on their lips is to know nothing of the truth, ihey
were commonly households of 8 very sweet and domestic
life, genial, and of generous hospitality, of free
speech and liberal culture. The Puritan family,
usually a large one, played eagerly
,
T ..... .and
feared God. Its high-minded discipline was neither
ignorant nor fanatical." (1)
In some Purit&n homes there was a gre^t
appreciation of the fine arts. Of colonel Hutchinson,
a Puritan gentleman, it is said; "Ke played several
instruments with skill, he dressed with taste, he
sang, he fenced, he hawked, he rode, he directed the
studies of his children, which included modern
languages and the classics. He sought out -London
artists and encouraged them. Like uromwell, he
acquired for the nation some choice paintings and
became a general patron of art."
Puritanism carried the Galvinis tic ethical system
through to its logical conclusion. The result was that
men of granite wer- produced, the like of which England
Tl ) 5"ri n kwa t er , John O liver Cromw ell ~~pT
(2) . Fly nn , J .S . Influence of Puritanism, p . 35
.
1
17.
never saw before or since, men who were strong» hone at
courageous; godly men, but taanS as flinty, .immova'bile
In principle, unyield-ing in sympathy, insensible to
the feelings of others if those others differed with
them in belief. The Puritans lacked in charity, in
loving kindness, in sympathy, in meekness, in warm-
heartedness
.
To be sure they were tender-hearted and kind
toward other Puritans, but toward other people, those
of faiths other than their own, they were intolerant
and unfeeling. And, if one of their number strayed
from the beaten path, whether he was guilty of adul-
tery
,
or dancing around the village May-pole, he
received the same harsh and merciless treatment from
his fellow-Puritans.
Their lives were governed by the laws of their
religion more than by the love and sp irlt of Christ,
they read their Bibles through "Genevan spectacles"
and put their own interpretation upon the scriptures.
Yet, we cannot help but greatly admire these courag-
eous heroes of the faith, even though" they do nWwin
r.'-r love.

18
Nevertheless , no matter how harshly we criticise
them, the fact still remains that people are likely
to sense the beauty and Joy In living; they are not
so likely to have the courage to stand by their
convictions, even through persecutions, or to live
honest and (iodly lives.
There are times In "the affairs of men" when
it is necessary for some to go to the extreme side
of the road in order to bring the others back into
the middle. Puritanism did Just that, it left its
stamp on English life for all time. We may think of
the Puritan element or movement as "a mighty current
that has flowed steadily like a river of life, through
English and American life and history since the Age
(1)
of Elizabeth."
Puritanism, at its highest and best, is seen
in Oliver oromwell, the warrior and statesman, in
John Milton, the poet and prophet, and Kichard Baxter,
the preacher and saint.
The Puritan ideal of purifying all life, of
setting up the Kingdom of God in England, was express-
ed in many a way by Cromwell: his reading of the
(1) Long, Wm., English literature p. 187
II
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Bible; his sincere religious life throughout his
entire career; his selection of "men of religion
for his army: -"A few honest men are better than
numbers. If you choose godly, honest men to be
captains of horse, honest men will follow them,
"No blasphemy, drinking, disorder or piety were
suffered in their ranks. 'Not a man swears but pays
„
(2)
his twelve pence.* In battle these soldiers
charged "singing psalms". Uromwell was a man of
prayer. "All his great enterprises were commenced
with prayer. In dark, inextricable-looking difficul-
ties, his officers and he used to assemble, and pray
alternately, for hours, for days, until some definite
resolution rose among them, some 'door of hope' as
(3)
they named it, would disclose itself."
While he was protector, Puritanism ruled
England. " Ahe Bible l8y on the table in the House of
Commons, and its prohibition of swearing, of drunk-
enness, of fornication became part of the law of Ung-
(4)
land." His court was a model of purity. "For the first
and only time in modern iiurope morality and religion
became the sole qualification insisted upon by the
(1) and (2) Greene, J.R., A Short History of the
English People ,
pp. 556 8nd 554.
(3) Uarlyle, Thomas Heroes and tiero- >orshlp .
p. 258
(4) Greene, J.R. A Short History of the English
People, p. 606
1t
<
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Court. In the whole history of Modern Europe, Oliver
uromwell is the only ruler into whose presence no
vicious man might enter. Such praise as this had
never been given to an English crowned head, in the
Protector's case it was richly deserved, for it waa
(1)
nothing but the naked truth."
Cromwell was more liberal and tolerant than
many of his fellow Puritans. His army was composed
of men with various religious beliefs, for$ he said,
"The state in choosing men to serve it takes no
notice of these opinions. If they be willing, fa lth-
(2)
fully to serve lt> that satisfies."
His view of religious liberty Is expressed fre-
quently in his writings and is far in advance of that
held by most Englishmen 8t that time. The following
expresses his belief: "Every sect salth, Oh, give
me liberty! but, given it and to spare, he will not
yield it to any one else. Liberty of conscience is
a natural right, and he that would have it ought to
give it....... I have prayed for it; I desire It
from my heart; i have watched for the day to see
union and right understanding between the Godly people,
(1) Flynn, J.S., Influence of Puritanism
p~. 61-62
.
(2) Greene, J.R., Short History of the English People.
p. 562.
(
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bcotch, English, Jews, Gentiles, rresby terisns
,
independents, anabaptists, and all." He tried
to live up to his belief. The Jews had been ex-
cluded from England since the reign of iidward I.
curing the Protectorate a few returned and settled
in London and Oxford.
Milton expressed his admiration of uromwell
as follows:
"uromwell, our chief of men
Guided by faith and matchless fortitude,
To peace and truth thy glorious way hath
ploughed,
and on the neck of crowned Fortune proud
Hast reared God * s trophies, and his work
pursued." (d)
when John Milton was born the glory of the
Kenaiseance was just beginning to wane. ihus he
may be said to be "the heir of one great age and
the prophet of another." **nd again, "for he is
not only the highest, but the complttest type of
(4)
Puritanism.
"
ihe training he received at home, and from his
tutor, and at school, W8S all rigidly Puritan, but
not so narrow as to exclude the arta. The elder
(1) Roosevelt, Theodore Oliver uromwell
P,2l9f.
(*) Milton, in onyder and Martin, p. 152
O) Long, Wm., English Literature , p. 204
(4) Greene, J.R., Short History of the Snglish People
p. 464.
I(0
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Milton was 8 lover of art and literature, and a
skilled musician. He taught his son to love music
as well as to play it. The son's love of music is
lster seen in the melody and rhythm of his poetry,
as in L f Allegro and II Penseroso. These poems
radiate with the sense of Milton's Joy in living.
In reading them one feels with the poet the freshness
of the country-side in spring. But with all his
love for the beautiful, Milton is always a Puritan
at heart. The delightful, pastoral drama, Comus,
represents the eternal conflict of virtue and vice.
In it he pleads for the love of virtue.
"Mortals that would follow me,
Love virtue; she alone is free,
one can teach you how to climb
higher than the sphery chime." (1)
Milton's conception of what a poet should be
differed widely from that held by many poets, "h
poet, in Milton's eyes, was not only a sweet
singer, but a prophet; the poet must be in himself
a true poem, a man of knowledge, wisdom and religion;
and he must sing, not for gain or pleasure
(2)
but for the service of God and his country."
(1) Long, TCm. J
00
•
»
English Lite rature , p. 2 11
Cambridge Modern History
Vol. V. p. 119
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There were long periods of silence In Milton's
life when he did not write, and when he did It truly
seemed like "the voice of a prophet who begins with
the sublime announcement, 'The spirit of the Lord Is
upon me.' " Milton did reveal the word of God to
his generation. Nowhere is this more true than In
Lycidas, when he condemned the Anglican Church:
"How well could I have spared for thee,
Young swain,
Enow of such, as for their bellies' sake
Creep and Intrude and climb into the fold!
Blind mouths! that scarce themselves know how
to hold
a sheep-hook, or have learned aught else
the least
That to the faithful herdman's art belongs!
ihe hungry sheep look up and are not fed,
But swoln with wind and the rank mist they
draw,
Rot Inwardly, and fowl contagion spread. 11 (1;
during the struggle between the Royalists and
the Puritans Milton fought with his pen, on the
Puritan side. The pamphlets which he wrote at this
time and in the following years when he was Latin
secretary of the Protectorate reflect the true spirit
of this Puritan Prophet. These pamphlets were
widely read both at home and on the continent* In
these pamphlets he pled "for civil and religious
(1) Snyder and Martin, A Book of English Liter-
a ture.
P. 150

freedom, for freedom of social life and for freedom
of the press," and thus truly expressed the hopes
and alms of all true furltans. Jfrobably the best
known of these Is "Areopagitica" In which he
eloquently 8nd passionately pleads for the freedom
of the press.
The crowning achievement of his life, "Paradise
Lost" was produced when he was blind. This grand
epic of Puritanism deals with the universal struggle
of good and evil. In it "the stern Idealism of
Geneva is clothed in the gorgeous robes of the
Renaissance.. The romance, the gorgeous fancy,
the daring imagination which he shared with the
Elizabethan poets, the large, but ordered beauty of
form which he had drunk in from the literature of
Greece and Rome, the sublimity of conception, the
loftiness of phrase which he owed to the Bible, are
(X)
blended in this story 'of man's first disobedience.'"
That Milton's prophetic spirit lived long
after his death is seen by the tribute paid to him
by Wordsworth:
(1) Greene, J.R., Short History of the English
people
.
p. 6o2.
<
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"Milton! thou should' st be living at this hour!
England hath heed of thee; she is a fen
Of stagnant waters
we are selfish men;
Oh! raise us up, return to us again;
And give us manners, virtue, freedom, power.
Thy soul was like 8 star and dwelt apart;
ihou hadst a voice whose sound was like the se8
;
Pure as the naked heavens, majestic, free,
oo didst thou travel on life's common way
In cheerful Godliness! and yet thy heart
The lowliest duties on herself did lay," (1)
Richard Baxter also, exemplified the best in Puritanism:
"A good man was there of religion,
And was a poor priest of a town;
But rich he was of holy thought and work.
And in adversity full patient;
and such he was proved many a time.
But (Jhristes lore, and his apostles twelve
He taught, and first he followed it himself." («0
The above description of a parish priest can be fittingly
used to describe Kichard Baxter, who was a true
shepherd of his flock in that he cared for the souls
of his parishoners and created a God-consciousness
in the communities where he preached.
In his early twenties he felt a call to preach.
At this time he says he had, "a thirsty desire of
(3)
man's conversion and salvation" which he continued
to have until his death. He desired most to preach
( i ) Snyder and Martin A Book of iinprlish Literature .
(d) (Saucer, Geo ffry Canterbury Tales' Prologue.
in above reference pp .6,7.
(3) .fowlcke, F.J., A Life of the Rev, Richard Baxter
p# 50
4
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in parishes where there was little or no preaching
and where the people were hungry for the spiritual
truths. "Preaching and the pastoral care for souls
were for him a passionate necessity, his meat and
(1)
drink."
Baxter himself writes: " 'True pastors and
Bishops of the church do thirst after the conversions
and happiness of sinners and spend their Uvea in
diligent labors to these ends, not thinking it too
much to stoop to the poorest for their good, nor
regarding worldly wealth and glory in comparison with
the winning of one soul, nor counting their lives
deer if they might finish their course and ministry
(2)
with Joy.'"
Baxter considered the' ordinances ' as a great
aid in worship. "He made much of public prayer and
praise and the sacraments. He thought that no pains
could be too great to invest them with due reverence.
His appreciation of sacred music, in particular, as
a means of grace, drew upon him some censure from
(3)
the stricter sort."
(1) Powicke, F.J.,
(2) Powicke, F.J
.
Baxter,
(3) Powicke, F.J.,
" The Rev. Richard Baxter
Under the Cross ."
PP. 7
•
Life of the Rev. Richard
gciAbtgr. ' p. 49 as quoted Tn
"The Reasons of the Christian
Religion"?1 Chap. X
"A Life of the Rev, Richard
Baxter . "" p. 48
I
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But the chief means of Imparting G-od is through
personalities. "For him the office and functions of
the preacher always held first place, 'uhrist maketh
them the chief instruments for the propogating of
his trutto and kingdom in the world They are
(1)
the lights of the world and the salt of the earth."
His sermons, particularly the early ones, were
not characterized by their Qrderl? arrangement,
but it was rather the "evangelical zeal and moral
passion which distinguished him from first to last."
It was a ,}oy to him to preach Christ's gospel. The
verse which was inscribed on the pillar behind his
pulpit at Kidderminster was true of him, * we preach
(3)
not ourselves, but Jesus uhrist our Lord.'"
It is not surprising that with such a man, so
thoroughly lost in his work, that the atmosphere of
Kidderminster changed soon after his w^*\ival,
Before he went there he heard that the in-
habitants were "an ignorant, rude and revelling
(4)
people," but he found them worse than the report,
drunkenness was the most prevalent vice, and contin-
ued to be even at the end of his ministry.
(1), (2), (3) and (4)
.Powicke, F.J. "a Life of the Rev. Klchard Baxter ."
pp. 48-49; p. 50; p. 49; p. 50
f/
t
(
Baxter spread the leaven of righteousness In
Kidderminster. To quote from his own writings, "When
I came thither first there was about one family
in a street that worshipped God, and called on his
name; and when I came away there were some streets
,there where there were not past one family in the
side of a street that did not do so; and th8t did
not by professing serious Godliness give us hopes of
(1'
their sincerity. 1 "
His success there was measured not only by the
number converted, "but even more by the effect of
their 'holy Living'. This acted as a silent re-
inforcement of the minister's influence. It quick-
ened a conscience of divine things in home and work-
shop. It also took on special forms, such as private
meetings with a few neighbors for prayer and mutual
exhortation."
His parishioners loved and respected him. When
he went with oromwell's army many score of his neigh-
bors went with him. He left Kidderminster several
times when the persecution of Puritan ministers be-
came too severe. Once when he was called before the
(1), (2), i
Powicke, F.J.,
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Bishop, who desired to question him concerning
his Puritan beliefs, a petition signed by sixteen
hundred people of Kidderminster, asking for his
return to that parish, was presented to that bishop.
Baxter preached in other places also, and every-
where he went crowds came to hear him. "The common
people heard him gladly," for he gave them of "the
(1)
bread of life."
Baxter was one of twelve Puritan divines who
conferred with twelve Bishops on the revision of the
liturgy, Baxter was the leading one who insisted
upon the revision, and yet, contrary to the opinions
of the other Puritan divines, he maintained that the
Book of Common Prayer "was a trne worship, though
imperfect." After about two weeks the only conclu-
sion reached was "that we were all agreed on the
ends for the churches 'welfare, unity and peace,...
but were disagreed of the means."
May 19, 1662 the Act of Uniformity was passed.
On bunday May 25, 1662 he preached his farewell sermon.
He did not preach again for thirteen years. To silence
(1), (3)
Powicke, F.J., "A Life of the Rev. Klchard Baxter .
"
p. 29; p. 2Q0; p. 202.
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Baxter was to torture him and break his heart.
Throughout the rest of his life he was chased
about from one place to another, his books and goods
destroyed, and finally he was committed to
the King's Bench Prison for printing hla Paraphrase
of the New testament. Judge Jeffrys, who was
notorious for his cruelty, sentenced him to pay
five hundred marks and to lie in prison until it
was paid. Baxter was now seventy and he remained
in prison for eighteen months, when the government
remitted the fine and released him. Notwithstanding
ill health during all his latter years he continued
to do much writing.
Due to his liberalness, his scholarship, his
passion for preaching and for the souls of men, he
was called the greatest of Puritan divines. £ean
Stanley called him, "the chief of English Protestant
Schoolmen."

CHAPTER TZO

CHAPTER II .
THE ANCESTRY OF
The ancestors of John Lesley "for three
generations were gentlefolk by birth, scholars by
training, clergymen by choice, and martyrs, in a
Wesley, his great-grandfather, received a university
education." He preached for twentji two years, until
he was ejected in 166^ by the Act of Uniformity. He
continued to live in the same community, preaching
occa; slonelly, and supporting his family by practicing
medicine. (2)
His son, John, was also a Puritan minister and
the grandfather of the Founder of Methodism. He had
deep religious convictions when Just a boy at school,
"and began to keep a diary of God's gracious dealings
with him, which, with slight interruptions, was
continued to the end of his life," John Wesley
received both his B.A. and his M.A. at Oxford. "Wesley
was a serious and diligent student and applied himself
particularly to the study of the Oriental languages,
(1)
sense, by roughness of fortune," Bartholomew
H7
Fitchett, Lesley and his Gen
(2)Tyerman, Luke
p7~T3
The Life of Samuel 7Jesley .
(3) same as above
p. 33.
I
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in which he made great proficiency."
John Wesley started as a lay preacher, and
later was passed by Cromwell's "Triers". He was
never episcopelly ordained, but was commissioned by
the church which called him. He refused to read
the Liturgy of then-stablished ohurch of Lngland,
but substituted the Presbyterian or Independent form
of worship.
In 1662 he was turned out of his vicarage by
the Uniformity Act, Four months later his second
son Samuel was born, '-hen Manuel was nine weeks old
they moved to Melcombe, a former residence. But the
Anglicsn church authorities cha, sed him from the town,
and thereafter his life was one series of persecutions
after another. He preached to Dissenting congregations
in various towns.
He was imprisoned four times, and "once, at
least, he was obliged to leave his family and his
flock, and for a considerable time to hide himself in
(2)
a place of secrecy." uue to said persecutions he
(1) Tyerman, Luke The Life of Samuel Wes ley,
p. 33
(2; same reference p. 47
i
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died 7/hen but thirty-three or thirty-four, leaving
his two sons and his wife, who remained his widow
for nearly fifty years. The early death of John,
deeply grieved his father, Bartholomew, who was still
living, John Wesley was a great thinker, and he
"evinced a mind elevated far above the common level,
even of those who have had the advantage of a college
(1)
educs tlon."
The wife of John Lesley and the mother of
Samuel was the daughter of John V?hite, a Non-Conformist
minister. During the civil 77ar his house was plundered
and his library stolen, vr . Thomas Fuller, the emminent
Church Historian, and a Puritan minister, was the uncle
of John Wesley's wife.
aamuel Wesley, the son of. this John Wesley, and the
Father of John and Charles, attended the free ochool
at Dorchester until he was fifteen. Out of respect to
his father, who had been dead for some years, the
Dissenting friends of his father raised money, to".
send t.him to .school with the hdpe that he. would become"
a Dissenting minister. t - ' • :. ' ^ . .
(1) Tyerman, Luke " The Life of samuel Wesley ."
p. 50
i
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He therefore attended Grammar school and two Non-
Conformist Academies, iiccording to the account given
by his son, John, while doing readings prescribed
for him by the Non-Conformist ministers, "he saw reason
to change his opinions/' and decided to "renounce the
Dissenters, and attach; himself to the established
(1)
Church.
"
It should also be remembered that this was a
period of reaction when many people conformed to the
Anglican Church, who in other times might have been
Puritans. This was the reign of William and Mary,
and it was a far more peaceful reign than England had
experienced for a long time. Conformity in religion
tended to stabilize the country.
after meditating on the matter, he set out for
Oxford and entered Exeter uollege, as a servitor.
He entered College with thirty shillings, and left
five years later with two hundred fifteen shillings
and a B.A. In that time he received only five shllings
from his family and friends, rie earned his way by
attending or waiting on another student, for which he
(1) Tyermann, Luke The Life of Samuel »esley
p. 77
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received his maintenance. He alao, "composed
exercises for those who had more money than mind,
snd gave instructions to those who wished to profit
(1)
by his lessons." besides this he published some
rhymes, written years before, togetherwith a few .
written at Oxford.
In addition to all this work, he found time
to visit the Oxford Jail, the same one that his two
sons later vlstted when at Oxford.
boon after he left Oxford he wss ordained by a
Bishop of the Church of England, when on his second
appointment he married ousanna Annesley. She was
the daughter of Dr. annesley, a noted Non-Conformist
minister of London, when a small boy a-.muel annesley
decided to preach., and to read the Eible seriously,
which he did to the extent of twenty chapters dally
to the end of his life. He entered Oxford at fifteen
and was awarded the degree LLD, from that institution.
tie preached to two of the largest congregations
of London. His sermon before the douse of Commons was
printed by Imperial Order.
(1) Tyermsn, Luke Life of aamuel Lesley
pTSl
L
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He was ejected by the Ret of Uniformity and
persecuted as all the Non-Gonforais t preachers were.
Later he secured a meeting-house in London, and
here he remained as pastor for the rest of his life.
Weekly meetings of ministers were held" there. i?or
more than fifty-five years his ministry continued.
Richard Baxter said of him, "Dr. Annesley is a most
srncere, godly, humble man,-- an Israelite;, indeed,
one that may have been said to have been sanctified
(1)
fro n the womb."
Dr. Annesley' s wife, the mother of Susanna,
was the daughter of John White, a Graduate of Oxford
and a Puritan Lawyer. He was elected to Parliament,
spoke at great length against the Jistablished Church
In the House of Commons. He drew up and published
one hundred examples of the scandalous clergy.
oussanna was the brilliant d&ughter of a brilliant
father. She received a liberal education which
included Latin, G-reek and French. While in her early
teens she read The n.a rly Fathers, reasoned out meta-
physical and theological problems, including the dispute
between the Sissenters and the Anglicans. Regarding the
(1) Tyerman, Luke Life of Samuel Tg&slay.*...
p. 121
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Istter she concluded that the Dissenters, including
her father, were wrong and that the Anglicans were
right. Accordingly she became a Conformer in 1682,
a year before Samuel Lesley did, whom she married
when she was nineteen.
Though Samuel Wesley W8S an Anglican minister
he was a true son of his Puritan father and grand-
father. He retained the "faith of his fathers."
His religion was true and sincere, and he was a
faithful pastor to his flock. In these and other
ways he wap superior to many of the Anglican clergy.
Six years after he graduated from Oxford, when
he was the vicar of a country parish, end after five
of his children had been born, he got his M.A. from
Oxford. Three times he was chosen as the represent-
ative from his diocese to attend Convocation, which
was an Assembly composed of Bishops and clergy of
the Church of England,
"His fifty pounds a year might afford him next
to nothing to buy books, and yet, somehow, he read
most of the best books in the English language. He
I
4°
wsa most faithfully devoted to the services of the
uhurch; but he was far too great a man to think
that the mere accident of sacredotal office were
sufficient to raise him above his neighbors. He
was a country parson, but in learning, in mental
abilities, and in the faithful discharge of his
ministerial duties, he differed from his country
brethern and was not unworthy to be ranked and
associated with the greatest men of that time
flourishing in the universities, in the cathedrals
and in the capital There was within him the
stirring of a high-born genius, which, wherever
it exists, Invariably Impels his possessor to rise
(1)
above the mediocrity of the common herd."
When Wesley and two of his friends were in
a Coffee House an incident occi/rred which Is illus-
trative of Wesley's character. In the other end of
the room, "there were a number of gentlemen, includ-
ing an officer of the Guards, who swore most dread-
(2)
fully." Wesley was much annoyed and "asked the
waiter to bring him a glass of water, and then, ina
loud voice so as to heard by every one present he said,
(1) and (2) in Tyerman - The Life and Times of
Samuel Wesley
p. 131; p. 134.
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'Carry the wgter to that gentleman in the reu coat
and desire him to wash his mouth after his oaths'."
Almost immediately the bold officer was on his feet
to chastise this bold young parson, but was stopped
by his friends, who reminded him that he was at fault
for swearing in the presence of a clergyman. Years
afterward Wesley met this same fellow who told him
"Since then, Sir, I thank God I fear an oath, and
everything that is offensive to the divine Majesty.
I rejoice at seeing you, and cannot refrain from
expressing my gratitude to G-od and to you, that we
(2)
ever met."
When John was six years old the rectory was
totally destroyed by fire. The whole family mirac-
ulously escaped and was saved; particularly John, who
was taken from an upstairs window Just as the roof
crashed in. No clothes, books or anything else was
saved, as soon as the anxious father discovered that
John was saved he said, "Come neighbors, let &s kneel
down; let us give thanks to G-od; He has given me all
my eight children; let the house go; I am rich enough."
(1), (2), and (3) all from
Tyerman, Luke $he Life of Samuel Wesley
p~JW; pp. 134-135; p7 3 2 7
.
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John Lesley, and probably his father, thought the
fire was due to some of the rector's enemies. His
parishoners were hardly more than half-civilized
savages. Very few of the people of Spworth could
read or write; their speech was vulgar and profane;
their domestic morals were corrupt. Mehetabel Lesley,
John's sister, described the inhabitants of ipworth
parish in these lines:
"High births and virtue equally they scorn,
&s asses dull, on dunghills born;
impervious as the stones, their heeds ere found;
Their rage and hatred steadfast as the ground." (1)
They had little or no respect for any one who
tried to raise the moral tone of the community, which
Samuel Lesley did. He visited his parish, inquired
into the private lives of the people, and told them
plainly that their conduct was not Christian, &s a
result they waged war on the rector. They stabbed his
cows, burned his flax, crippled his house-dog, burned
his house twice, and pent him to prison for not pay-
ing his debts when they knew he could not possibly
do so. While in prison Lesley was advised to leave
Epworth, but to this he said,
(1) Tyerman, Luke Life of Samuel V-esley
p. 3«9
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"I confess I am not of that mind, because I may yet
do pood there; and it is like a coward to dessert
my post when the enemy fire thick upon me. They
(1)
have only wounded me, and I believe cannot kill me."
He did return, and was rector there about thirty nine
years, altogether.
About the year 1677 the society for the Reform-
ation of Manners was organized in London. The young
men belonging to it desired to " assist each other
to live in all respects as Christians." The morals
of the people in London were app?llir.£;. ^nay desired
to use their Influence to suppress crime and vice.
In 1698 they selected Samuel Wesley to preach a
sermon before the society. His sermon was fine; he
exhorted them to live Christian lives. Samuel Wesley
believed that such Societies, organized in many parts
of London, would greatly promote the interests of the
Church of England.
He expressed a wish "that such societies mi ght
be formed in all considerable towns, and even in
(2)
populous villages." In a letter concerning these
(1) and (2) in
Tyerman, Luke Life of Samuel »»esley
p. 305
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Keligi^us Societies he suggested that assistants
could be appointed to aid the minister in this
work. He also told of times vhen such societies were
formed within the Roman Catholic Church, showing that
it was not a new thing. These societies bear «
striking resemblance to the United Societies which
John Lesley organized many years later among his
followers
.

•CHAPTER THREE.

EDUCATION OF JOHN WESLEY.
Religious £.duc- The little rectory of Epworth
atlon at
Home. set in the midst of marshland
was a "place where world events
were forming." The center of life was the nursery
on the second floor, which was also the schoolroom,
and busannah Wesley was the teacher. The training In
religion and ethics began while the child was still
in the cradle, and continued systematically through
the years of childhood and youth. Before his fir at
birthday every child was taught to cry softly.
"The children were early made to distinguish
the babbath from other days, and were soon taught
to be still at family prayers, and to ask a blessing
immediately afterwards, which they used to do by
signs before they could kneel or speak . The cells of
each infantile brain were diligently stored with
passages of scriptures, hjamns, collects, etc. Pray-
er was woven into the fabric of every day's life.
The dally lesson of each child was set in a frame-
work of hymns."
(1) Fitchett, W.H., "Wesley and Hi s Century ."
p. 21.
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"The whole of the Wesley family were taught
the Lord's Prayer as soon as they were able to
speak, and repeated It every morning and every
night. Rudeness was never seen amongst them
Six hours a day were spent at school, and loud
talking, running, and playing, and running into
the yard, garden, or street without permission was
rigorously forbidden Psalms were sung every
morning when school was opened, and also every night
when the duties of the day were ended. In addition
to all this, at the commencement and close of every
day, each of the elder children took one of the
younger and read the Psalms appointed for the day,
and a chapter in the Bible, after which they severally
(1)
went to their private devotions,"
The story of the daily life of the Wesley
home would fill a large book, and be interesting
reading for modern people who rarely see an example
of such family life to-day.
This was a Puritan household if ever there
was one. i'he whole life of the household moved as
(1) Tyerman, Luke Life of John Wesley
Vol. I pp. 17- 18.
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if to a time-table. So much time was given to eating,
sleeping, recreation, school-work, devotions. The
development of strong Christian characters in these
boys 8nd girls was the first concern, and everything
else was subservient to that end. Though Susannah
Wesley became an Anglican, she remained a Puritan
in her manner of life, in the religious education
she gave her children, and at times we see traces of
Calvinism in her religious beliefs. All of the
training the Wesley children received at home was to
the end that they might glorify God In their daily
living. They were taught to obey the scriptural
commandments, all of this instruction was truly in
accord with the Puritan ideal of holy living. No
where do we find Puritan training which surpassed
that given in the Wesley home.
Once a week this Puritan mother took each
child aside for a religious conference, and the
conversation was on personal problems. She spent
an hour every morning and another every evening,
and sometimes another at noon, in prayer and medi-
tation. More4.han that, she cared for the souls of
the parishioners when her husband was in London
attending Convocation, at first she gathered only
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her own children together to read to them and give
them religious instruction. -Leter others heard of
these family meetings, through the servant lad,
and they desired to be admitted, eventually the
congregation grew until it numbered two hundred.
Among others who were present were two boys, John,
aged nine, and Charles aged four, who were later to
transform all England.
Susannah wesley has been accused of being
a stern, forbidding, almost an unfeeling parent,
and having no sense of humor. It is true that the
atmosphere of the home was not one of sunshine; rel-
igion was not like the Joyous singing of the birds.
They obeyed the scriptural cpmmandments from a
sense of duty, as the Puritans did. But, it was a
h-^PPy home, where love reigned supreme between
parents and between parents and children. The
children loved and respected their parents.
The Wesley children were true son .ni
daughters of their illustrous parents. Their talents
were along various lines. "The whole of the Wesley
family were gifted with poetical genius, but
Mehetabel perhaps shone brightest, Samuel and uharles
(I
49.
(1)
not excepted." When only eight years old she read
the oreek Testament,
"Charles surprised his father by playing,
with correctness, a tune on the harpsichord before
he was three years old; while Samuel taught himself
to read from Handel's oratorios; had all the airs,
recitations, and chorouses of "Samson" and the
"Messiah" both words and notes by heart before he
was six years old; and when he was eight, composed
and wrote his own oratorio of "Ruth.""
It is not surprising that Fltchett declares,
"It may be confidently asserted that at that partic-
ular period of the eighteenth century, more brains
could be found beneath the th8tch of Eoworth rsrson-
(3)
ege then under any other roof in England."
Education at Into such a home John 'Vesley
schools
.
was born, the fifteenth child
Charter house
School. of his parents, as a small boy
he wss quiet, reflective, and would do nothing unless
he had a reason for so doing. The ruritan training
which he received in his early years at home was
(1) Tyerman, Luke Life of oamuel "esley p. 2 OA.
(2) Tyerman, Luke p. 312
(3) Fltchett, W.H., wesley and His Century , p.23
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thorough and lasting. At the age of ten he left this
home where the atmosphere was "charged with prayer
as with the fragrance of ever-burning Incense." He
entered charterhouse school in London where he remained
until he was seventeen, at that time life in a public
school was spartan and severe. The older boya were
accustomed to take the meat from the younger ones,
and consequently Wesley lived mostly on bread much
of his time there, wesley left the school hardened,
and ready to endure hardships, so that this training
later proved useful to him. But the training at
that school was not inclined to develop kindness,
courtesy, or any of the other gentler virtues in its
boys. The atmosphere at the institution was hot
religious as at the fcpworth rarsonage. Of this
period he later says he still had a "kindness for
(1)
religion" he read his bible, went to church and
said his prayers. He studied diligently there, too,
for he left Charterhouse with a scholarship of
forty pounds a year for Oxford,
College and University When John Wesley
Life,
entered Oxford the in-
tellectual and spiritual life of the university waa
(1) Vol. I The Journal of rtev. John Wesley .
p. 97
L
J>1
.
at very low ebb. Intellectual pursuits were lacking
in interest, and any attempt to show enthusiasm in
religion was frowned upon, however, »<esley was a
diligent student, and at twenty-three was elected
to a teaching fellowship at Lincoln College, which
then had the highest scholastic standards at Oxford.
He did not show any particular signs of religious
strength during his first four years at college, but
at the end of his undergraduate career he wrote home
that he Intended to enter the ^nt-ni-str-y • - His mother
replied, "Happy are you if you cherish those dis-
positions, and now in good earnest resolve to make
(1)
religion the business of your life."
at times we see traces of ualvlnism in
Susannah Wesley* s thinking and this is one of those
times. Only a Galvinlst would conceive of religion
as the 'business' of one's life.
The aged rector at Jipworth now desired some-
one to assist him in his work. So John returned home
to be his father's curate and to preach at VJroote, «
small adjoining parish which h$s father had charge
of in addition to iipworth. Before he had left Oxford
(1) Fltchett, W.H., Wesley and His Century p62.
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he had been elected Fellow of Lincoln College.
After one or two years of preaching at Wroote, he
was required to return to Lincoln Collge and perform
the duties of his office.
He returned to Oxford and found that during
his absence uharles and two of his companions had
formed the habit of meeting together to discuss the
classics and to help each other in their Christian
lives. John: joined this club and soon became its lead-
er. He drew up for himself and his companions a
scheme of self-examination which bouthey compares to
the spiritual exercises of Loyola. They were very
observant in their observance of religious rules and
practices. Susannah Lesley advised them to appoint
so much time for eating, sleeping, company, etc.
This was truly a Puritan manner of living. In add-
ition to this they visited and ministered to the
persons in Jail; they collected the poor children of
the outlying villages and taught them the Ga thechism.
i'hey contributed generously to the support of the
sick snd the poor of the city.
Their Puritanical and methodical manner of
living, and their enthusiasm for religious piety was
IL
a striking contrast to the other Oxford students
of that day. They were certainly not religious
and these boys were Just as certainly not "collegiate
and were ridiculed and scoffed at. "Methodists"
was only one of the nicknames given them, but it per-
sisted. The membership of the Holy Club eventually
grew to fifteen. Besides John and Charles wesley
other leading members of it were William Morgan,
Geofcge whitefield, and several others who later
became Anglican clergymen.

CHAPTER FOUR.

THE CONVERSION iiAPiLRIENCn OF
JOHN WfcBLEY.
ht Oxford wesley observed the forms of rel-
igion as praying and reading the scriptures and other
religious books, let he himself says that all this
while he had not "so much as a notion of inward holi-
(1)
ness," The reading of books by Jeremy Taylor,
Thomas a'Kempis, and William Law first awakened in
him the desire to have a deeper religious experience.
After reading Kempis's "christian Pattern" he says,
"I began to see that true religion was seated in the
heart, and that God's law extended to all our thoughts
(2)
as well as words and actions."
Of Jeremy Taylor's "Holy Living and Holy
Dying," he said, "Instantly I resolved to dedicate
(3)
all my life to God." William Law through his
"Christian Perfection," and "Serious Uall" first
(4)
"set him thinking in earnest."
The result of this reading was that he be-
came dissatisfied with the religion which he had had
(1) and (2) The Journal of the Rev. John Wesley
Vcl. I p. 97 (b'othT*
(3) and (4) Fitchett, W.H., Wesley and His century .
p. 65 and p. 68.
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up until that time. His restlessness continued for
the next thirteen years, at times he was almost in
a fever of anxiety over his soul's salvation.
Many a man would have given up in despair and been con-
tent with the religious faith he had, or when he had
partially achieved satisfaction. But not so with
Wesley. He never considered any intermediate stage.
He wanted "peace, perfect peace." as when a small
boy, he must still have a reason for everything he
did. He wanted to know the WHY and the HOW of it
all. Heading these books stimulated him to desire
a deeper religious experience, but did not show him
how to secure that experience. He was left to
flounder around and find his own way out of his
perplexity.
He tried many methods. He tried to go over
the same religious highway his parents had travelled;
he tried to go the way of asceticism, with rigorous
self-denial; he tried to be saved through his good
works; he tried to live up to scriptural and church
rules; he tried to enforce these on others, only to
find that he was as far from inward peace as before.
(
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In hia Journal he relates, "I began to alter
the whole form of my conversation and to set In
earnest upon a new life. I set apart an hour or two
a day for religious retirement. I communicated every
week. I watched against all sin whether in word or
deed. I began to aim at and pray for inward holiness.
bo th8t now, doing so much and doing so cood a life
~ (1)
I doubted not but I was a good Christian."
as many a monastic before him had done> Wesley
became an ascetic, tie withdrew from the world, he
"chose only thos e companions who would help him on
the road to heaven," and set out to seek satisfaction
by penance and self-denial, "e tells us "I omitted
no sort of self-denial which i thought lawful;....
I
abridged myself of all superfluities, and many that
are called necessities of life."( 2 ) He fasted
rigorously, went without his supper at times, other
unto
times 8te bread only. He ministered/ the poor and
visited the prisons, and aided the sick of Oxford,
(3)
and "omitted no occasion of doing good." Yet with
all this he says," I could not find that all this
gave me any comfort, or any assurance of acceptance
(4)
with God."
(1), (2), (3) and (4)
The Journal of the Rev. John Wesley
Vol.1 p. 97, p. 97, p. 97 and p. 98.
«
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About this time his father wanted to retire,
and he wanted John to secure the itpworth parish. But
John wanted to remain within the sheltered walls of
Oxford where he could converse daily with his relig-
ious friends; he was 4'fraid that if he would mix with
helf-ohristians his religious strength would vanish.
His religion was of the cloistered type, His life
at Oxford had been monastic and self-centered. But
his faith was shortly to be tested on the high seas, which
was far more severe than he had ever before experienced.
Mr. Oglethrope needed a Chaplain for the
Georgia colony. The brilliant young Fellow of Lincoln
College was the one chosen. After consulting hla
mother and several others John Lesley accepted the
position. In Georgia he hoped to find the satisfaction
which he failed to find at Oxford. In his Journal
he said, "Our end in leaving our native country was,
singly this, to save our souls, and to live wholly
(1)
to the glory of God."
The asceticism continued aboard ship. Wesley
end his companions followed a very rigid daily schedule
which lasted from four in the morning until nine or ten
(1) The Journal of the Rev. John Wesley . p. 15
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at night. It Included praying, both privately andu
publicly, reading the Bible, language study, catechis-
ing and Instructing the children, teaching and reading
to adults. They tried all sorts of experiments with
themselves. They reduced their diet to rice and
biscuits, and later omitted suppers. One stormy night
Wesley had to sleep on the floor without a bed, and
he decided then to continue to sleep that way since a
bed was not necessary. But with all his ascetic
observances, his ministering to the other passengers,
his meditations and spiritual exercises, he did not
find peace. His faith was not the faith that endured
through crises, when the ship was tossed about as a
plaything, and the wind and waves swept the decks and
almost swept the people off, too, this Oxford scholar
was sure the day of Judgment was at hand, and he was
afraid to face it. At this time he thought, "Oh how
be
pure in heart must he who would rejoice to appear
(1)
before God at a moment's warning." Just when he
would
was fearful that he be/ dashed into eternity at any
moment he observed that the Moravians on board the
ship sang Psalms during the storm and calmly continued
singing even when the waves dashed upon the decks,
(1) The Journal of the Rev. John Wesley, p. 18

8nd Wesley was sure^that "the great deep had already
swallowed us up." He was so fearful and despair-
ing, and the Moravians were so serene, hopeful,
cheerful, joyful, fetrlass of death or anything else
that mifeht happen. They had the very thing he wanted
but he knew not the way to secure that blessedness.
In Georgia he met and talked with opangenberg,
a Moravian pastor, apangenberg asked him, "Do you
know Jesus Christ? Do you know he has saved you?"
and many other questions which wesley was afraid to
answer, wesley lived with the Moravians much of the
time in Georgia and he therefore observed their manner
of living. Now the Moravians were spiritual descend-
ants of the Pietists in Germany in the seventeenth
century. The Pietists conceived of religion as a
warm personal experience expressed through moral living,
wesley noticed that the Moravians were always employ-
ed, always cheerful themselves, and in good humor
with one another .They had put away all anger and strife,
and wrath, and bitterness, and clamor and evil-speak-
ing; they walked worthy of the vocation to which they
were called, and adorned the Gospel of our Lord in
all things. The great simplicity and solemnity
(1) The Journal of the ftev. John Wesley, p. 20
(2) " " " " " " " p. 21
(3) " " " " " " " p. 24
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fl their religion made Wesley imagine he was meet-
ing with a Christian society of the first century,
"where form and state were not; but Paul the
tentmaker, or Peter the fisherman presided, yet with
CD
the demonstration of the spirit and the power
Wesley was very zealous in the performance
of his pastoral duties. He organized schools in
several parishes whereby the children received relig-
ious instruction in the schools 6n Sundays. He visit-
ed his parishioners, even in the heat of the day, when
the people cou^-d not work. He held services in
other communities then the one to which he was assign-
edj even in French, German and Italian. **s a parish
priest he did everything he thought he should do.
as a minister of the Church of England he would do
nothing that was contrary to the rules of that church.
,fT hen parents would not permit their child to be
baptized bj; immersion, he would not baptize the child
unless they said it was weak; he refused to admit
to the Holy Communion those who would not conform to
the rQles of the Anglican Church; he refused to ad-
mit two men as godfathers because they were not
communicants, nven when he secured Inward peace he
(1) The Journal of the Rev. John Wesley , p. 25

did not entirely relinquish his tendencies
toward adherence to forms and order. Later on in
his Journal he tells us, "Having been all my life
(until very lately) so tenacious to every point
relating to decency and order, that I should have
thought the saving of souls almost a sin, if it had
(1)
not been done in a church." Of this period in
his life he also said, "I was still under the law;
not under grace, for i was only striving
with, not freed from sin; neither h8d I the witness
of the Spirit with my spirit; and indeed could not;
for i sought it not by faith, but..., by the works
(2)
of the law."
On the return trip to England Wesley's faith
was again tested by the storms at sea. tie had done
everything which he knew a Christian should do, yet
he did not have that serenity of mind or sublime
faith in God which his Moravian friends possessed.
He had not overcome his fear of death. "I have a fair
summer religion, " he says; "I can t& lk well; nay, and
believe myself, while..no danger ig near; but let
death look me in the face and my spirit is troubled;
(1) The Journal of the Rev. John Lesley, p. 100
(2) " " " " p. 184
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(1)
wor can I say/To die is pain."" With all his
spiritual exercises, his pastoral services to the
sheep of his flock, he had not secured the
assurance that he ^as a chJ.ld.ojf God, The conclus-
ion that he ha^ reached in the ends of the earth
is that he had fallen short of the glory of God;"
that his "whole he&rt is corrupt and abominable "
(2)
and consequently "his whole life."
The tempest in his own soul equals the tem-
pest on the seas at times. i>ay after day, the
anxiety that tears at his soul is that he has no
faith; that he who went to nmerica to convert the
Indians was never converted himself. He hopea that
sometime he will be able to say, "2>iive not; but
uhrist liveth in me; and the life which I now live
I live by faith in the bon of God, who loved me, and
gave himself for me."
with the clouds of depression thus hanging
over his soul, he landed in England, and soon met
Veter Bohler, a Moravian who was stopping in London,
i^eter Bohler showed ^esley the nature of the'
(1) The Journal of the Rev. John Wesley p»74
-
'• " " " " p. 76
j^j .. n .. >. n
ii n p. 77

t f 1
)
through, grace .. N 7
true living faith, thereby alone/we are saved.
One evening Wesley went to a society where he
heard Luther's Preface to the Epistle of the Romans
read. "I felt my heart strangely warmed,'* he tells
us. "I felt I did trust in Christ, uhrist alone
for salvation; and an assurance was given me that
he had taken away MY sins, even MINE, and saved ME,
from the law of sin and death*
He went out of that meeting free from the
bondage of the law and ready to do great things for
his Master.
(l) Journal of the Rev. John Lesley Vol.1 p. 91*
t
CHAPTER FIVE,

angland In the Eighteenth Century.
To truly understand and appreciate a man
and his work, we must study the times in which he
lived and know the problems that confronted men of
that age, A recent writer has said, "Given, for in-
stance, at any time in the world's history highly
centralized wealth in the hands of a godless and
unprincipled few, a discouraged and paganized relig-
ion, and we have a high social explosive as certain
as T N T and far more deadly." a study of England
in the eighteenth century reveals the fact that the
above characterization was true of It.
century was s cold, lni^llec tu»l formalism. it, w«b
a religion w^th the vitality taken from it. "An
electric lamp without the electric current is a mere
loop of calcined fibres black and dead. And Christ-
ianity itself, In England, at the beginning of the
(1)
State of religion. Anglicanism at the
beginning of the eighteenth
(1) Walker, Rollln H "Men Unafraid." p. 15*.
Methodist Book Concern 1924.
New York.
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eighteenth century was exactly such a circle of dead
(1)
fibres." It may be truly said that "Christianity
under English skies was never before or since, so
(2)
near the death point." When Montesquieu visited
England he said that "in the higher circles of soc-
(3)
lety every one laughs if one talks of religion,"
Deism was genera".] y accepted among the clergy
as their prevailing belief. Now Deism "does not deny
God's existence, but It cancels him out ss e force
(A)
in human life." t*ome said Christianity waa only
a myth, a chapter in past history; many of the
educated classes believed that though Christianity
was untrue it was useful to society. It was most
important that everything be done in accordence with
the correct religious form and order, with great dig-
nity and moderation, but never with the least zeal
or show of enthusiasm. Wesley describes the Anglicans
at Bath in his Journal, some of the most serious
persons I have known at Bath, are either solitary
ohristlsno, scarcely known to each other, unless by
name; or prudent Christians, as careful not to give
(1) Fltchett, W.H. "Wesley and his Century." p.7
(2) , W.H. p. 4
(3) Green, J.R., "A Short History of the
English People.
. p. 736
(4) Fltchett, W.H. "Wesley and hri~~"CenturY.. " p. 142
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offence, as if that were the unpardonable sin; and
as zealous to keep their reliction to themselves as
(1)
they should be 'to let it shine before men."
such a religion stimulates no zeal among its members
to have moral lives, to seek new converts or to
send out missionaries, h revival of the true religion,
a Pentecostal experience was needed in the Church
of England. Even Butler, who may be taken to repre-
sent the best of the Bishops, and who deplored the
growing scorn of religion in the nation, was against
any show of enthusiasm. Another bishop complained
of the Ignorance of those who came to be ordained,
especially <?oncerni-rtg the- Scripture and oatechism.
Corruption of A writer of the
the Ruling Classes
middle of the nineteenth
Century gave the following description of the
eighteenth century. "The world had the idle, dis-
contented look of the morning after some mad holiday,
and like rocket sticks and the singed paper from last
night's squibs, the spent Jokes of Charles and
Rochester lay all about and people yawned to look
at them. The reiprn of buffoonery was past, but the
(1) Journal of the Rev. John 'Lesley Vol. I p.349
I-
6?.
(1)
reign of faith and earnestness hsd not yet commenced,"
"The Court of England was corrupt to its very
core, and the people were too faithful Imitatoro of
(2)
a bad example." When George I came to the throne
of England, he brought no wife with him, but instead
a mistress. George II was unfaithful to his ^ueen.
Walpole, who was Prime Minister for years, lived open-
ly with his mistresses and admitted having illegitimate
children. "He sneered at virtue in man or woman.
Drunkenness and foul talk were thought no discredit to
(2)
Walpole." » later Prime Minister, the Duke of
Grafton, was In the habit of appearing with his
mistress at the play. "Purity and fidelity to the
(3)
marriage vow were sneered out of fashion.
The middle of the eighteenth century was a period
of great commercial prosperity for England. Many
people increased in wealth, a study of the fashions,
the fashionable coaches, the popular entertainments of
that time all reveal a glaring extravagance which was
not tempered by taste or morality. <Jards were the
(1) Tyerman, L. The Life and Times of John Wesley p. 61
(*) Green, ohort History of the Eng. People p.736
(3) " " " " " " " P. 736
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usual form of entertainment at all parties, and an
enormous amount of money was squandered in the games.
Gambling was the customary thing and it was encour-
aged in many ways, such as giving ladies lottery
tickets with their purchases when they shopped, etc,
Lecky says that, "in 1777 there were more than four
(1)
hundred lottery offices in London and vicinity."
The holding of such parties, especially late at
night, was a conmon practice among the Lords and
i^adies of the Court, At these parties ," drunkenness
was hardly a matter of reproach, and profanity loud
and open, might often have been heard on the lips of
fine ladies, unabashed and unrebuked." There were
hackney^ coachmen in London who made their chief gains
from picking up drunken gentlemen at late hours,
taking them home if the correct address was secured; if r
to a tavern, then the coachman called for them the next
morning and received a handsome reward, About the
middle of the century, a growing disregard for the
observance of the Sabbath was noticed among the nobility.
It became customary to hold Cabinet Councils,
Cabinet dinners, card-parties end concerts on Sunday,
Lecky, Wm. H., (1) Hist , of Sng, in the Eighteenth Cen t,
Vol." VII p. 195
(2) Winchester, C.T. Life of John Wesl ey p.73
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Because of the many card-partlea held at Court on
Sunday, Lady Huntingdon refuser! to let her daughter
be maid of. honor.
"5ven the government was corrupt. Parliament
did not truly represent the people. By the tine of
George III large manufacturing towns sad arisen, and
many of them, like Manchester and Birmingham, were
without a single representative in Parliament* On the
other hand, members for Parliament s« t for boroughs
which had vanished from the face of the earth. In
the boroughs and counties which did elect their
representatives, very few had the right to vote.
Many seats were controlled by rich noblemen, or they
were offered for sale. "Purchase was becoming more
and more the means of entering Parliament, oeats were
bought and sold in the open market at a price which
reached to four thousand pounds, tie can hardly wonder
that a reformer could allege, without a chance of
denial, *This House is not a representative of the
people of Greet Britain. It is the representative of
nominal boroughs, of ruined and exterminated towns,
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t>t noble. families, of wealthy Individuals, of foreign
(1)
po tents tea .
•
*
~hc.n the upper classes were so corrupt and
coarse we csnnot expect to find very much apprecia-
tion for literature, drama or any other of the
fine arts. In the first pert of the century It is
sa Id that," the character of the plays «sf such that
few ladles of respectability and position ventured
to appear at the first representation of a new
comedy, and those whose curiosity triumphed over
their delicacy usually came masked, a custom which
(2)
at this time w?. s quite common," The tastes of
the nobility and the ruling classes were very little
improved by the middle of the century, '?hen Handel*a
"Messiah" was first presented in london, It *aa given
a cold reception, "^slpole sneered at Handel, aa he
(3)
afterward sneered at Cterrick."
Ignorance -snd At the other end
Immorality of
the lower classes of the social scale were the
(1) Green, J.R. .Short Tilat of the ang. People p. 765
(2) Lecky, ^'m. H Hist, of Eng. in the Zlgnteenth Ce
,7
nt
Vol, II p. 178
(3) n ! ' « Fi w it n n „ mm
ii
73.
masses* "They were ignorant and brutal to a degree
(1)
which is hard to conceive." In city and country
alike they often led an existence that was little
"better than that of animals. Gross ignorance,
reckless multiplication, and a deplorably low
standard of comfort and decency long characterized
(2)
very generally, the agricultural laborers,"
bpeaklng of the peasants in the reign of <4ueen
Anne, Tyerman says,"they still presented much the
same rude simplicity which had characterized the poorer
classes for the last hundred years. Rural education
has undergone little, if any, Improvement; and the
monotonous toils of dally lives were enlivened
chiefly by wakes and fairs, thronged with puppet shows,
(3)
peddlar stalls, raffling tables and drinking booths."
Life in the cities was no better, where the poor people
labored long hours in the factories. They lived in
poorly constructed and crowded tenement houses. They
had no garden as they did in the country, but they
were wholly at the mercy of the employer.
(1) Green, J.R. Short Hist of the Eng. People, p.736
(2) Lecky, W.H, Hist, o f ling, in th e lSth Cent. VII p. 257
(3) Tyerman Life and ximes of Sam . Wesley p.266
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Wesley often gpeaka in his Journal of the
stupid, insensible, ill-behaved people he preached
to in the various towns and cities. "So stupid, sense-
less a people, both in the spiritual and natural
sense, I scarce ever saw before; yet God is able of
these stones to raise up children to Abraham. ' "
*
The habits of swearing and Sabbath breaking
were universal throughout the nation. Wesley once
wrote, "In what city or town, in what market or
exchange, in what street or place of public resort,
is not the name of God taken in vain day by day? From
the noble to the peasant, who falls to call upon
(2)
God in this, if no other way?"
"How many are they, in every city, ^s well
as in this, who profane the Sabbath with a high hand.
How many in this that openly defy God and the King,
that break the laws both divine and human, by working
at their trade, delivering their goods, receiving
their pay or- following their ordinary buiiness, in
one branch or another, and wiping their mouths and
(1) Journal of the Rev. John Wesley Vol, I p. 3 19
(if) Tyerraan, Vol, I p. 502 quoted from "A Word to
a Swearer." Wesley.
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say trig,* $fao no evil.' How many but buy and sell on
"the day of the Lord, even in the open streets of
(1)
this city?
Wesley found a village north of Newcastle,
inhabited by colliers only, whom he says f "had been
always in the first rank for savage ignorance and
wickedness of every kind. Their urand Assembly used
to be on the Lord's Day, on which men, women and
children met together, to dance, fight, curse and
swear* to play at church, ball* spa"n-farthing, or
(2)
whatever came next to hand."
Drunkenness was more widespread than at any
other period in English history. By 172 4 the passion
for gin-drinking had become s mania in the great towns
of England. Signboards announced that a man could get
"drunk for a penny and dead-drunk for two-pence,"
and in addition be furnished with straw dm which to
lie till he recovered his senses. Even women visited
the alehouses. A writer of that period tells us,
(1) Tverman, Vol. I p. 501 quoted from
Lesley J., "A Word to the Satbath Breaker.
(*) T 0urnol of tb« Re** John *e-ley Vol.
I p. 4^0
s« « t
«
i
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it
rhe period 1p not too remote to be recollected
when it was thought a disgrsce for a woman (excepting
on holld&y occasions) to be seen in the taproom of
a public house; but of late years the obloquy has
lost its effect, and the public t&prooms of many
alehouses are filled ,vith men, women and children
(1)
on sll occasions." In 1750 London physicians re-
ported fourteen thousand c^ses of sickness, most
of them hopeless, due to the drinking of gin. In 1751
Fielding "declared that gin was the principle
sustenance of more than one hundred thousand
people in the metropolis, and predicted that, should
the drinking of this poison be continued at its
present height during the next twenty years there will
be by that time very few of the common peoole left
(2)
to drink it."
as might be expected, drunkenness was accom-
panied by incre«se of crime and Immorality of every
description. Highway robbery was very common, even
in the most central parts of London. So arms were
constantly carried on the mail coaches for protection.
(1) Lecky, vol. VII p. 338
(2) Lecky, Vol. II p. 308
<
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"One 1p forced to travel" wrott Horace Walpole in
(1)
1751, "even at noon as if one were going to battle."
Unarmed persons rarely ventured after nightfall to
certain districts of -London.
The laws which punished the criminals were
terrible. There were many offences for which people
could be put to death. "The law under which women
were liable to be publicly flogged, or to be burned
(2)
at the stake, was not repealed until 1794." The
criminals to be executed were paraded from the
prison to the place of execution, where large crowds
swaited the performance, which was sport to them.
Sometimes as many as eighteeen were put to death in
one morning.
The condition of English Jails was made
public by the Parliamentary Inquiry of 1729, but
nothing was done till after 1773, -hen John 'Towsrd
investigated the .condition «ef English Jails. He
discovered abuses of m^ny ki^ds . Tnere was very
little or no food given to the prisoners; no sewers;
(1) Lecky, W.T1.,
T!l*t. of sng. in the 18th Cent . Vol.11 108
(2) Fitchett, W.H. Wesley and His Century p. 140
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no means of heating the prisons in winter; a very
small amount of water for either drinking or
washing purposes was provided; if any straw for
bedding was provided it was very little; the air
was impure. As a natural consequence diseases
multiplied rspldly. Many jailers owned the jails und
thus were almost wholly withdrawn from the magistra-
tes. They often exacted exorbit&nt fees from the
prisoners, thus forcing the poor people to stay in
prison long after their debts were paid, because they
could not pay the jailer. In many prisons debtors
end lunatics, hardened criminals, young toys, men
and women were thrown together. Drinking and gr.mb*-
14ng went on with little restraint and there were
frequent cases of gross immorality. Needless to £ty
many an innocent youth and maiden" wh© entered the
jail went out trained in the tricks of vice and
crime.
The Rise of Beginning with the
Industry
latter part of the eighteenth
century investigations were made which revolutionized
industry and assured England the first place in the
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conimtr ci£ 1 world* When the eighteenth oentury
opened England was predominantly an ngricui tura 1
cou] b 'y # When it closed England was fa?* becoming
s nantlfaeturlng country. The old methods of
spinning and weaving were replaced by newer methods
made possible through great inventions. In 1769
James Watt presented the first really effective
steam engine; J&mes Hargreaves patented the spinning-
jenny in 1770; Rlchord Arkwright g8ve to the world
the spinning-machine in 1768; Edmund Cartwright's
power-loom came out in 1734. These inventions
completely revolutionized the textile industry.
Due to Joslah Hedge-wood, the Staffordshire potteries
were made effective from 1762 onward. Furthermore,
the process of smelting iron by pit-coal was
revived about 1735. Before that a large quantity
of wood was required to smelt a small quantity of
iron. With all t.nese inventions great factories
sprang up, chiefly in the coal and iron regions.
Around these prigantic factories large cities grew
and the exodus from the rural districts to the
manufacturing centers began.. -^ny of the
peasants had had their small farms taken from them
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by their landlords. The lure of the city was so great
that many peasants moved to the city.
Thus was ushered in the great Machine-Age,
which ennabled Great Britian to achieve the position
of Mistress of the High Seas. But with it came many
evils which almost offset the advances. The working
class was Ignorant of morals and religion as well
as of the fundamentals of life. More changes than
just the industrial ones were due to come.
The men, women and children who worked in these
factories were given lncreditably low wages. Many
thousands of children, even as young as six years,
were employed for twelve or fourteen hours. Further-
more sanitation was poor, the factories were not ven-
tilated, the laborers often ate their lunch while
working, stood on their feet for long h^urs, worked
with diseased persons and endured other conditions
which were generally unhealthful. Maimed bodies
was the result; many were deafened; tuberculosis and
other diseases were widespread. The children
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received little or no education/ none of the three
R's, neither moral nor religious training. Many
of the laborers lived in barrack-like structures
called tenement houses that were badly ventilated,
dingy and crowded. Children often slept in relays
in dormitories near the factory. Conditions in the
mines were Just as terrible. In some places the
women were employed In the mines, where they were
harnessed to coal carts which they dragged around,
creeping on hands and feet through narrow and dang-
erous passages.
Up until the time of the Industrial Revolution
transportation was very limited. In the early part
of the seventeenth century travelling was mainly on
horseback. In 1640 stage coaches were introduced
but were not in general use. The roads were so muddy
and full of ruts that they would be considered im-
passable by modern travellers. Arthur Young made a
minute record of roads throughout England in 1768
and 1770, His records showed that the roads were
in a most disgraceful state. "The Turnpike road to
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Newcastle," he writes, "is a paved causeway as
narrow as can be conceived, and cut into perpetual
holes, some of them two feet measured on the
level, a more dreadful road can scarcely "be .
imagined, and where the country is in the least sandy
the pavement is discontinued and the ruts and holes
most execrable Let me persuade all travellers to
avoid this terrible country, which must either
dislocate their bones with broken pavements or bury
them in muddy sand. Be ond Newcastle to the North
lay a country in which no man fl&uld trsvel except
(1)
through absolute recessity."
Naturally, with such roads there was very
little travelling
.
The people of one county were
unknown to those of other districts; their manner a,
dlelect and dress were entirely provincial. "A Journey
into the country was then considered almost aa great
(2)
an undertaking as a voyage to the Indies."
The progress of industry was greatly impeded
(1) Lecky, Vol. VII pp. 226-227
(2) " " p. 217
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by poor transports tioru "The new lines of trade
often lay along mere country lanes, which had never
been more than horse tracks, and In the same case
of more heavier goods, such as coal, distribution
was almost Impracticable, save along the greater
„
(1)
rivers or in districts accessible from the sea.
In 1767 Manchester was Joined to the part cf
Liverpool by a canal constructed by Brlndley, a great
engineer. Thereafter the whole manufacturing
district was intersected with a network of canals.
9
(1) Green, A S hor t Hist, of the Eng. People , p. 792
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CHAPTER VI .
ft

THE WESLAYAN MOVEMENT IN ENGLAND
The Evangelistic When John Wesley re-
Revival.
*** turned from Georgia he was
John Wesley :" In
labors abundant Invited to preach in many
serving the Lord."
churches in and around Lon-
don* After preaching once or twice in many of the
churches he was told by the rectors that he could not
preach in their churches again. He told then in
plain language that their religion was not Christian
and that they would not be saved merely by their
membership in the Church of England. Of the preach-
ing in two of these London Churches he says:
"I was ennabled to speak strong words at both;
and was therefore the less surprised at being inform-
ed that I was not to preach any more in either of the
(1)
churches." *t another time he tells us, "I was after-
wards informed that many of the best in the parish
were so offended that I was not to preach there any
(2)
more."
U) "Journal of the Rev. John Wesley " Vol. I p. 92
(2) " " " " " " Vol. I p. 82
•
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George Whitefield and Charles Wesley, John's
brother, who had both been members of the Holjjt Club
at Oxford, were also excluded from most of the
Anglican pulpits. John and Charles Wesley therefore
preached In la 11a, and at the meetings of religious
societies. Whitefield went to Bristol, and after he
was shut out of most of the pulpits there, he found
a new field of labor. Four miles from Bristol was
Kingswood, a town inhabited by miners, "who never saw
the inside of a church and never heard the voice of
(1)
a preacher." They were "a people famous from the
beginning, hitherto for neither fearing God nor
regarding man, so ignorant of the things of God that
they seemed but once removed from the beasts that
perish, and therefore utterly without the desire for
(2)
instruction as well as without the means of it,"
On February 17,1739 Whitefield preached on Kingswood
Common to about two hundred staring, open mouthed
colliers. He later said, "I thought I might be doing
the service of my creator, who had a mountain for His
(3)
pulpit and the heavens for a sounding board."
(1) Winchester, C.T. , " Life of John Wesley " p. 68
(2) "Journal of the Rev. John rvesley Vol I p. 250
(3) Fltchett, T.H. , "Wesley and His ce ntury .ft p. 162
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Three weeks later, when he preached there for the
fifth time, there were even more, the number being
ten thousand. Whitefield had wonderful dramatic
ability, and could sway large multitudes with his
preaching. He "loteked on the far-stretching mosaic
of upturned countenances, black, with the coal-tears
(1)
running down their grimy faces." He desired to
do the same in London, and therefore sent for John
Wesley to take his place at Bristol and Kingswood.
After some deliberation Wesley went and heard White-
field preach in the open air. All his life Wesley
points of
had held tenaciously to all/ecceleslas tlcal discipline
He despisec! to do anything that was out of order, or
to hold a church service In an undignified manner.
He himself says, "I could scarce reconcile myself at
first to this strange way of preaching In the fields
having been all my life, until very lately,
so tenacious of every point relating to decency and
order, that I should have thought the saving of souls
almost a sin if it had not been done in a church."
Nevertheless this was a wonderful opportunity and he
(1) "Journal of the Rev. John Wesley" p. 184
(2) " " " " " " p. 184
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reasoned that Jesus had set "a pretty remarkable
precedent of field-preaching." The next afternoon
he "submitted to be more vile, and proclaimed in the
highways the glad tidings of salvation, speaking
from a little eminence in the ground, adjoining to
f i \
the city, to about three thousand people." ^is text
was, "The spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he
,(2)
hath anointed me to preach the gospel to the poor.
Thus began a life long ministry which extended through
England, Scotland and Ireland and continued for fifty-
one years.
Crowds flocked to hear him wherever he preached.
Wesley was not a hatural orator, nor did he sway crowds,
with dramatic preaching as Whitefield did. But some-
how his messages penetrated the recesses of the hfrman
heart. His keen and searching eyes looked into the
very souls of men; he seemed to understand their fears
and problems, to know their besetting sins, and to
know what was manna to their hungry souls. In fact he
had the faculty of making each man feel that he was
&
( 1 ) and ( 2 ) Journal of the Rev. John Lesley
Vol. I p. 184.
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speaking to him personally, that he was putting the
blow torch Into his soul. Furthermore, the listener
felt that unless he got down on his knees, asked for
forgivenness from God and arose with faith in God
and ready to begin life anew , his soul was eternally
lost.
Wesley's manner of preaching and the experience
which resulted in his hearers is well described by
John Nelson, who later assisted him in his work. "As
soon as he got upon the stand, he stroked back his
hair, and turned his face toward where I stood, and I
thought, fixed his eyes upon me. His countenance fixed
such an awful dread upon me, before I heard him speak,
that it made my heart beat like the pendulum of a clock
and when he did speak, it seemed his whole discourse
was aimed at me. When he had done I said f 'This man
can tell the secrets of my heart; he hath not left
me there; for he hath showed the remedy, even the blood
of Jesus. 1 I thought he spoke to no one but me, and
I durst not look up for I thought all the people were
looking at me But before Mr. Wesley concluded
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his sermon he cried out, 'Let the wicked forsake hia
way and the unrighteous man his thoughts, and let
him return unto the Lord and he will have mercy upon
hiip; and to our God for he will abundantly pardon.'
I said, 'If that be true I will turn to God today.'
As he preached men and women cried out in
their agony; they fainted and were torn with convul-
sions. They aspired to travel the Highway leading to
life eternal, towards which he had directed/them
, but
their baser natures still controlled them. Violent
end hysterical convulsions often resulted. To John
'"-esley these "seemed the working of the spirit of God
(2)
or the visible resistance of the devil."
The collier and factory -workers throughout
England were parched for spiritual truths, and they
drank freely from the well of living water which John
Wesley tapped as they listened to him preach. Some of
his favorite texts were the following: "Hoi every one
that thirsteth, come ye to the waters;" "if any man
(1) Fitchett, W.H. ,
"Wesley a nd His oentftry." p. 181
(2) Walker and Williston "History of the Christian
Church." p. 514
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thirst, let him come unto me and drink;" "I will heal
their backslldlngs ; I will love them freely;" "The
Son of Man is come to save that whictowas lost;" "Being
justified by faith we have peace with God through our
Lord, Jesus Christ;" "I am not come to call the
righteous, but sinners to repentance;" "The Kingdom
of ijod is not meat and drink , but righteousness and
peace and Joy in the Holy Ghost ;" "Loot unto me and
be ye saved, all ye ends of the earth."
The message which he preached was the simple
love of God offered freely for all men if they will
only trust him; he did not preach on theological
doctrines which people were or were not to believe;
he simply told them, "believe on the Lord Jesus Christ
and thou shalt be saved." lie himself says, " I simply
described the plain, old religion of the Church of
(1)
England." Nor was his preaching full of threats of
eternal punishment, as is often the case with evangel-
istic preaching. He did not resort to any of the other
devices of the modern evangelists to attract the people.
He needed no advertising schemes; the miners who were
(1) "The Journal of the Rev. John Wesley." p. 233
I
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steeped in wickedness were eager to hear how Christ
died for them.
The message which these miners received was
not the cheap preaching of a man redeemed from the
depths of wickedness. It was the preaching of a
man as pure as any saint in history, and of a scholar?;
yet one who spoke the language of the peasant and collier
and who could talk with them as with a Lord. Once
when he was preaching he noticed on the edge of the
crowd a group of German soldiers, who were not under-
standing a bit of what he said. He then addressee
them in their own tongue, repeating a part of his ser-
mon. No ordinary evangelist could do that!
Wesley travelled from one end of England to
the other, but in all his travelling he did not try
to reach every town. Instead he concentrated his
attention on certain strategic towns to which he
returned again and again to preach. If his Journeys
would be charted they would form an isosceles triangle
with Newcastle at the apex
?
and Bristol and London at
the base. London, the metropolis, with its teeming
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millions, given to the seeking of pleasure and other
worftly interests, was a fruitful harvest field.
Moorfields, one of its pies sure centers, was the
Coney Island of the eighteenth century, and this was
one of Lesley's first preaching places around London,
Newcastle snd ristol were both in important coal
districts
,
a study of the industrial map of England of
this period shows that the chief coal and manufacturing
districts were in the central part of the country.
In travelling from Bristol to Newcastle and Newcastle
to London, John Wesley travelled through this industrial
section with its rapidly growing cities of Leeds, Sheffield
Nottingham, Birmingham and Manchester. In these cities
8nd other nearby towns in that section Wesley was a
frequent visitor. Foakes Jackson says: "You may have
pictured in the England of the eighteenth century a
moorland on a wintry evening, and on the near horizon
the Flare of an ill-lit ms nufacturlng town, and a single
figure, small and slight, his long gray hair falling
over his shoulders, sitting on a tired horse, plodding
i«
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forward with a loosened rein. It Is a subject the
genius of a Millet might have made as memorable as
his famous Angelus. 1 "(1) #
"Wherever there weee hordes of ignorant, pro-
fane, and sinful humanity, there ^esley went to
proclaim the glad tidings of salvation. In districts
where people lived who had never heard the voice of
a preacher, there Lesley desired to go a\id tell them
of Him "who came not to call the righteous, but
sinners to repentance."
Ten miles north of Newcastle was a village
called Placey , "inhabj ted by colliers only; and such
as had been always in the first ranks of savage ignor-
ance and wj ckedr r>s b of every kind. "(2) Te^ley says,
"I felt great compassion for these poor creatures,
from the time I heard of them first; and the mor6
(3)
since all men seem to despair of them." He set ou"
with a guide in the driving sleet, "which froze as
(4)
it fell and cased us over presently."
(1) Umphrey, Lee The Lord's Horseman Frontispiece
(2) Journal of theRev. John Lesley Vol.1 p. 420
(3) ft (4) idem
1
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Though he could hardly stand when he reached Placey,
he went into the Square and preached, and the people
(1)
"gave earnest heed to the things which were spoken."
This was the seme kind of passion for men's
souls that Baxter manifested when he declared that
he wanted to go into those parishes where the people
were not "gospel-hardened." Wesley in showing this
passion for men's souls lived up to the noblest
expression of the Purit«n ideals which were a part
of his heritage.
But Wesley did not settle in Newcastle, Bristol
or any other one place for a period of years as did
Baxter in Kidderminster for thirteen years. Wesley
settled in over one hundred cities and towns scattered
over three kingdoms for a period of fifty-one years!
He preafeh&cd in-- many places' in' these towns, such- as
shops,.;: graveyards, Jails, mining-pits, inns, private
houses, once in a room over a pig-sty, horse-fairs,
street corners, open fields, hillsides and valleys.
(1) The Journal of the Rev. J ohn Wesley Vol. I p. 421
1I
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To proclaim the glad tidings of salvation he
travelled through rain, driving sleet, hail, snow,
scorching sun, swollen rivers, swamps, muddy roads,
-
nothing stopped this little man. He preached when
the rain was coming down in torrents, in hall-storms
and snow-storms. But neither he nor the congregations
seemed to mind. As we might suppose he often caught
cold but he always went on preaching. He often says
in his Journal that when he started to preach he
felt as though all his strength had left him, but
when he finished it was returned and he mounted his
horse and went on to the next town. Only in very
rare instances did he give up and go to bed,
and then it was usually only for an hour or so, when
he was up end gone again. He is said to have
travelled forty five hundred miles a year.
His daily plan was to rise at four, preach at
five, after which he rode on to the next town. He
often followed his morning sermon by four or five others
during the day, which were preached in several towns.
He never lacked listeners for his early morning sermons,
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in fact he wag sometimes wakened an hour or more
earlier by people singing hymns. Once the people
sat up all night, in the church, in order not to
miss the early morning service. It is estimated
that he preached over forty-two thousand sermons, an
average of fifteen a weei.
How he accomplished all that he did in one
life-span is hardly conceivable. It was due to his
methodical manner of living which he had started
during his Oxford days and which he continued during
the rest of his life. Every waking minute was filled
with activity. On his long rides from one town to
another he read books of theology, church history,
philosophy, Greek and L«atin classics, etc. While he
dried his clothes after a long, rainy ride he wrote
in his Journal, letters, or the reply to an opponent.
He wasted no time in unnecessary eating or sleeping.
If he had any leisure time at the inns where he stopped
he talked with the people he found there about their
soul's salvation.
..... „.
-.^»-«V 4
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Wesley was an Oxford scholar and the son of
scholars. He was not a man one might naturally
. expect
to go into the midst of men notbd for their "sava ere
(11
ignorance and wickedness of every kind, "where ell other
men feared to go, as he did at Placey and many other
towns, as he stood a little above the crowd on a
table or slight elevation of the ground he was a
target for rocks, vegetables or dirt or anything
vicious fellows might choose to throw at e strange
preacher. Msny times in his Journal does he speak
of being showered by stones; more than once was he
covered with filth; once he was hit between the eyes
with a stone. At another time he says," It was
dangerous for any one who stood to hear, for the
stones and dirt were flying from every side, slmost
(2)
for nearly an hour, without Intermission." In
other ways also the mobs tried to break up his meet-
ings. Cattle were driven through the crowds; drunken
men, ballad-singers and drummers were hired to drown
out the preacher. Church bells were rung; once the
church-organ was played. Gund were sometimes fired
over peoples heads; once a miller tried to drown out
(1) and (2) The Journal of the Kev. John Wesley
Vol. I p. 499 & VJ3
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Wesley by letting out the water.
Wesley always made It his rule to look a mob
in the face. More than once he was warned to stay a-
friends
way from a mob because Ms /feared for his life. In-
stead Wesley went into the midst of them, took the
leaders by the hand while he talked to them. -efore
long they were quieted and ready to defend him.
The Methodists were probably persecuted the
worst in several towns of otraffordshire, particularly
Wednesbury, Darlsston and West Bromwich. In most of
the houses in the towns of wednesbury, uarleston
and west Bromwich the windows were broken, M and In
many cases the furniture broken or burned; tradesman's
shops were gutted; men were beaten senseless and
thrown into gutters and their wives and daughters
terrified by profane threats of murder, and in some
few instances injured by stones or beaten with cluba.
Ahen application for protection was made to a magis-
trate in Walsal, he told the Mtethodists that they
themselves were responsible for the disturbances and
refuied their application. Later on he was seen among
11
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the rioters, swinging his hat, and shouting huzzas.
The curate of Faisal looked on with approval.
Into this den of wild beasts Wesley went.
He only preached once before the mob was aroused.
They surrounded the house he was in. He calmed the
leaders, but the mob demanded that he go with them
to the Justice. "Th&t I will, with all my heart,"
replied >»esley. After he talked to them a little
more "they cried out with might and ma In,' The gentle-
man is an honest gentleman, and we will spill our
blood in his defense. 1 When they reached the officer's
home he was in bed and refused to see them. He sent
his son to the door who asked # 'What is the matter? 1
One replfced, 'Why , an't please you, they sing psalms
all day; nay, and make folks rise at five in the
morning; and what would your worship advise us to do?'
(2)
'To go home," said Mr. Lane, 'end be quiet. 1 "
Not satisfied with the above, the mob took
Wesley to a second magistrate, who also refused to see
(1) Winchester, Life of John Wesley P,137
(2) Journal of the Key. John Wesley Vol. I p. 439
ti
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them. On the way back they met a second
mob larger end more vicious than the first. The
first mob acted as Wesley's body-guard, and put up
a good fight, one woman even knocking down four men.
But they soon gave up and the second mob dragged
him through £he streets of the town yelling, "Knock
him down. Knock his brains out!" ^ne fellow dashed
through the crowd and was about to strike Wesley,
but stopped and stroked his head saying, "what soft
hsir he has!" Finally Wesley, getting down, began to
pray. After a few words, the captain of the mob, who
was a prize-fighter , said to Wesley,' Sir, I will
spend my life for you. Follow me, and not a soul shall
touch a hair of your head.' Two or three of his com-
panions Joined them and Wesley finally reached his
lodgings safely, 'having lost only a flap of my
(1)
waistcoat and a little skin from one of my hands.'"
Such, outrageous treatment as this was surely
due to more than mere mob action* We have seen that
"the curate of Walsal looked on with approval." So it
was in other parts of England where the Methodists were
(1) The Journal of the Rev. John Wesley Vol. I p. 439-440
«I
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Persecuted. It is not hard to explain that* when we
recall the settled ecclesiastical groovea in which
most of the Anglican clergy moved at that time,
i-hese clergymen, who despised any show of ecclesiastical
enthusiasm, saw people who were confident that their
sins were forgiven and that Jesus Christ was their
Saviour. More than that, they were so Joyful over
their new-found faith, that they sang about it from
dawn till dark, and told their neighbors, who also
caught the contagion. Spreading such enthusiasm was
not the only sin that the Wesley brothers and White-
field committed. They were ordained ministers of
the church of England, but they didn't do things in
the old established way at all. Preaching in the fields
was unheard of — they forgot that Jesus, St. Francis
and others had done it. More than that, these
itinerant preachers preached to colliers, drunkards
pr4ze4fightera, ancl all the off-scouring of humanity,
which the Anglican clergy considered as not worth
thinking about. It W8s a reflection on the Anglican
clergy in whose parishes they lived. It is no wonder
that the educated sneered at Wesley, the clergy frowned
«I
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on his work and encouraged the mobs to persecute him.
All kinds of scandal and charges were hurled
at him, not only verbally, but also through the press;
by
and/writings of the clergy and bishops of the
Established Church. Wesley was accused of being a
Papist, a bigot of the Church, of pro selytiytg people
from one congregation to another, of employing
ignorant lay-preachers. (More will be said later
about the lay-preachers
.
)
The fundamental objection was to his teaching.
But Wesley insisted that what he preached was the
essence of the Christian religion, and that he taught
nothing that was not found in the articles of the
Church of England, fie says that he was convinced
that "by grace we are 3aved through faith." This was
the constant theme of his preaching and that of the
other Methodist preachers. "But, in doing this we
were assaulted and abused on every side. We were
everywhere represented as mad dogs and treated
accordingly. We were stoned in the streets and several
<
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times narrowly escaped with our lives. In sermons,
newspapers and pamphlets of all kinds, we were
painted as unheard of monsters. But this moved us
not; we went on testifying salvation by faith, both
to small and great, and not counting our lives ddar
unto ourselves, so we might finish our course with
(1)
Joy." Wesley scarcely paid any attention to per-
sonal charges, but he was more concerned with the
criticisms regarding his doctrines and teachings.
"He was keenly sensitive to charges, coming from
eminent men in his own Church, that lmptugned his
(2)
teaching and undermined his influence for good."
Charges of this kind he answered in writing, but through
he
it all/maintained a Christian restraint and a fine
megnamlnous spirit. Wesley's Journal reads like a
second Acts of the Apostles, written in modern language,
He was continually on the go, from one end
of England to the other, or crossing St. George's
Channel to Ireland, after reading a few pages of his
Journal we naturally compare his Journeys with those
of St. Paul, and think that Wesley might also have said
(1) Tyerman, Luke " Life and times of the Rev. John
Wesley. A.M. " Vol. I p. 238
(2) Winchester, C.T. Life of John Wesley. p. 148
I
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with almost literal exactness:
"in lourneylngs often, in perils of waters, In
perils of robbers, In perils by mine own countrymen,
in perils by the heathen, in perils in the city, in
perils in the wilderness, in perils on the sea, in
perils among false brethern; in wearines and painfulness,
in watchings often, in hunger and thirst, in fastings
often, in cold and nakedness. Beside those things
jbhat are without, that which cometh upon me dally, the
(1)
care of all the churches."
He cared not to acquire material possessions,
neither storms of the weather, nor of vicious men
bothered him, except when his work was undermined;
he cared only that "the lost sheep of the house of
Israel" might "know Jesus Christ and him crucified."
To this end he labored early and late, bent every energy,
stretched every nsrve, and "pressed with vigor on,"
He did not choose to preach In the fields because he
loved to do it. In 1772 he says, "To this day field-
preaching is a cross to me. But I know my commission
and see no other way of preaching the gospel to 'every
(1) II Corinthians 11:26-28
(4
I
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(1)
creature/ '* It may be truly said that "the clear flames
of his zeal burned long, burned undlmmed, burned still
(2)
when even the fire of life turned to ashes." . This
has been well expressed by Richerd «atson Gilder:
"In those clear, piercing, pitying eyes behold
The very soul that over England flamed
1
Deep, pure, intense, consuming shame and 111;
Convicting men of sin,'making faith live';
And,- this the mightiest miracle of all,—
Creating God again in human hearts.
Let not that image fade
Ever, God I from out the minds of men,
Of him, sodden and unfaithful time,
karly and late, o'er land and sea, on-driven;
In youth, in eager manhood, in age extreme
Driven on forever, back and forth the wtr Id
By that divine, omnipotent desire,
The hunger and the passion for men's souls f (3)
(1) The Heart of John Wesley's Journal p. 378
(2) Fltchett, W.H. , Wesley and rtls -entury . p. 191
(3) Luccock, H.E. and
Hutchinson The otory of Methodism p. 83
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Ot^er Preachers of
the evangelical
Revival. field has already been described.
The preaching- of White-
He did not remain in England very many years, but went
to America where he preached with great sfoccess. When
he returned to England, at intervals^ his crowds were
Just as large as before. Though he and 7/esley were
one In their desire to save men's souls they disagreed
decidedly in their theological ...yie^s and beliefs.
Whltefield was a Calvinist and Insisted upon the doctrine
of predestination. Wesley was an Armlnian and he
believed that salvation is always offered, but it is
up to the individual to accept it, borne Methodists
accepted whitefield's position; others accepted John
Lesley's. Several times Wesley and whltefield met
and tried to settle their differences, but could not
reach an agreement. Finally they agreed that each
should travel his own path in bringing in the kingdon.
Each had profound respect for the work that the
other was doing.
The result of Whitefield's preaching was far-
reaching. He Influenced thousands of miners and many of
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the nobility, to travel the upward way. The uountesa
of xiuntingdo-n was his ardent supporter, bhe made
him her chaplain for a time. In her drawing-room
many of the nobility, as Uhes terfleld, Bolingbroke
and others heard him preach. But remarkable as his
preaching was he did not have the organizing ability
which was so prominent in Wesley.
Charles Wesley. Charles -esley also
preached to great crowds, both
in Churches and in the fields. For fifteen years
he travelled as an itinerant preacher in both Ireland
and England. The two brothers worked together.
When one left a district where he had been preaching
for some time, the other came soon afterwards and
continued the work, Charles married in 17^9* and after
1756 he seldom itinerated. He moved to London and there
he preacher* and was pastor to the Societies in and
around London. Charles was always more conservative
and held more rigidly to the rules of the Established
Church than did his brother. The greatest service
that Charles rendered was in the field of hymn-writing.
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The musical and poetical ability of Charles and other
members of the Wesley family has already been noted.
Charles' devotion and loyalty to the Evangel-
ical revival was Just as real and enduring as John's,
but he expressed his religious faith and emotion more
in hymns than in preaching. It is said that he wrote
sixty-five hundred hymns. Some of his hymns were set
to music by Handel, who we remember was a contemporary
of Wesley
.
Together with hearing John Wesley "publish
the glad tidings of salvation,' the humble poor also
felt and caught the contagion and enthusiasm as
thousands of them gathered in the open fields and
sang:
"0 for a thousand tongues to sing
My great Redeemer's praise,
The glories of my God and King
The triumphs of his grace.
Jesus! the nsme that charms our fears,
That bids our sorrows cease;
'Tls music in the sinners' ears.
'Tie life and health and peace.
In the above hymn we have the essence of the livangellcal
message. "Arise my Soul ^rise" is another fine example:
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"My God is reconciled;
His pardoning voice I hear;
He owns me for his child
I can no longer fear;
With confidence I now draw nigh
And 'Father, Abba, Father' cry."
Revival
The leaders of the Evangelical' stressed the
worth of each individual. This note is recognized in
Charles V/esley's hymns such as "Depth of mercy I can
there be mercy still reserved for me?" ; "0 come and
dwell in me;""Jesus, lover of mv_ soul;" "I want a
principle within;" "0 for 3 heart to praise m£ God;"
and "And are we yet alive?" As they sang
"A charge to keep I have
A God to glorify,"
each miner, store-keeper and carpenter felt that his
work was a holy calling, and that it was essential in
establishing the kingdom of ^od on earth. This hymn
has rightly been called the Marsellalse of
Methodism;
"To serve the present age
My calling to fulfill;
may it all my powers engage
To do my Master's will!
Arm me with Jealous care,
as in thy sight to live,
And 0, thy servant, Lord, prepare
A strict account to give!"
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There is genuine Puritanism in these lines. «e remember
that the Puritans aimed to glorify God in every
activity of life, and that they considered the indiv-
idual responsible to God for every minute act of his
life. The ideal was kept vividly before the Methodists
as these hymns kept ringing in their ears w&en ihey
worked intheir homes in the factories and inthe mines.
"John Wesley told his followers that they
might find in the hymns of his brother 1 a body of
(1)
practical and experimental theology.'" It was be-
cause they were so practical that they were so power-
ful in transforming human lives. The following is a
good example of this:
"Soldiers of ^hrlst arise
And put your armor on,
Strong in the strength which God supplies
Through His eternal Son;
Strong in the Lord of Hosts,
And in his mighty power,
Who in the strength of Jesus trusts
Is more than conqueror."
Neither Charles nor John Wesley would £exr
init their followers to use cheap music or vulgar verses.
(1) Luccock & Hutchinson " Story of Methodism " p. 110
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Much of the musical slosh that passes for ygospel
songs" today would probably be considered namby-pamby-
ical by John "Wesley. To guard against this the two
brothers edited and published hymnals to be used by
the Methodists.
John and Charles Wesley and George Whltefield
were the leaders of the Evangelical Revival, There
were other preachers who also helped considerably in
the success of the movement. Of these one of the
most notable was John Fletcher. He had been born
in Switzerland, educated for the ministry at Geneva,
and had served a short while in the French Army.
1.8 ter he was a tutor in an English family in England,
and became very much dissatisfies with his religion.
It wss then that he met the Methodists, became
converted, and at the advice of John Wesley was ordained
a minister of the Church of Englsnd. He became vicar
of Madeley, a country parish which he served with great
devotion for twenty-five years. Though he met with
opposition at first, as the Methodists did everywhere,
before his death he was recognized as the saint of the
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whole region. Fletcher and John Lesley were fast
friends. Wesley depended on him for many services.
When the Calvlnlstic controversy between Wesley and
Whitefield was at fever pitch Fletcher defended Wesley
through many of his writings. ?/esley said of J?letcher:
"Within fourscore years, I have known many excellent
men, holy in heart and life, but one equal to him I
have not known; one so uniformly and deeply devoted
to God. So unblameable & man in every respect X have
not found in Europe nor America. Nor do I expect to
(1)
find such another on this side of eternity."
Wesley desired Fletcher to be his successor
, but
Fletcher was not willing and moreover he died, first.
The Evangelical Kevival influenced a number
of the clergymen of the Church of England. A few
of them were willing to aid Wesley in his work. They
received much criticism from the other Anglican
ministers who despised this new sect.
William William Grimshaw, vicar
Grimshaw
.
of Haworth, was a loyal follower of
(1) Winchester, C.T. Life of John Wesley p. 168
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Wesley. "Grimshaw opened his pulpit to the Lesleys
and his rectory became sort of a haven for the
Methodist itinerants, despite the opposition of
many of the clergymen he accepted an appointment
from Wesley as Superintendent of a Methodist circuit
which he travelled regularly, and formed several Methodist
Societies. In his parish church he awoke a spirit
ef. zeal that transformed what had been an : Ignorant
end brutish' community , until the number of communicants
(1)
had increased from two to twelve hundred,"
Thomas Coke Thomas Coke became more
important in American Methodism than
in English Methodism. He was a Doctor of Laws of Oxford
and a curate inthe Church of England, Through reading
Lesley's sermons and Journals and Fletcher's books,
he became deeply moved and offered his service to the
Methodists. He was one of the first leaders of
Methodism in America.
Naturally when Wesley carried on bis activities
in such a wide field he needed many helpers.
(1) Luccock 4 Hutchinson The Story of Methodism p. 135
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Lay Preachers. ihe ordained preachers
who were sympathetic were few
and far between. Wesley found that laymen could
also assist him. He left John Cennlck in charge at
Bristol, chiefly to teach in the school at Kingswood.
Thomas Maxfleld was left in charge of the Societies
in London during the absence of the Lesley brothers.
He had instructions "to give advice to such as needed
it, to pray with those who asked for prayers, and to
(1)
expound the Bible in band-meetings." Before long
Maxfleld was preaching, at the the Foundry. Wesley
rushed back to put a stop to such proceedings. Wesley
was still a loyal Anglican at heart and he had been
criticised by the Anglican clergy for his irregular
field-preaching, and he did not care to have any
Irregularities in his work. Susannah Wesley lived at
the Foundry for a number of years during the latter
part of her life. When John returned this time she
told him, concerning Thomas Maxfleld "Take care what
you do with respect to that young man, for he is as
truly called of God to preach as you are. Examine what
have been the fruits of his preaching and hear him
(1) Luccock & Hutchinson The StQPy of Methodism p. 120
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(1)
yourself." John did hear him, and decided that
other laymen could do that, too.
Of the loyal, fearless and hard-working lay-
preachers John Nelson stands first and foremost.
John Nelson. He was a stone-mason who was
converted at Moorflelds in the early
days of the Revival. *fter his return to his home in
Birstat 1" Yorkshire, many of his relations and
friends inquired of him, "what he thought of this new
faith?" Before long many others came to him and a
Society was organized. When John Wesley visited him
he told whAt he had done. The next day the villagers
of £i:nstaL heard Wesley preach twice, and he slso
talked privately with many of the members of the
Society. Thereafter John Nelson was one of John
Wesley s helpers. Nelson entered on his work with the
zeel of a true apostle of Jesus Christ, tie accompanied
Wesley on a trip to Cornwall and while there he slept
mostly on floors and lived on blackberries. He did
not continue preaching long at tfirstal before the
vicar of Birstal bad him pressed for Army Service.
(1) Luccock & Hutchinson The Story of Me thodism p. 121
i
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However, he refused to fight and was bold enough to
rebuke his officers for their oaths, and finally
his release was secured by Lady Huntingdon,
Before long he was preaching in wholly new
sections of the country. No Methodist ever experienced
more bitter persecution that did John Nelson in his
itinerant preaching. At the town of Harborough a halter
was placed about his nech with the Intention of dragging
him through the town and drowning him, "But Nelson
started preaching, and so awed the crowd, that finally
a constable, who had been siding with the rioters,
took matters in hand, released the prisoner and bade
(1)
him God-speed on his way." There were other times
when he was knocked senseless, when he lost quantities
of blood and when he barely escaped with his life.
Once "he was dragged by his hair along the cobblestones
for nearly twenty yards, the bystanders kicking him
as he passed. Six of them jumped on him at once to
(2)
'treed the Holy Ghost out of him. 1 " The very next
day he rode forty miles and In the evening stood in
a graveyard to hear Wesley preach.
(1) Luccock *c Hutchinson The Story of Methodism p. 127
(2) " "
~t1 " " pl28
i
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At Nottingham he was taken before an alderman
who said to him," I wonder you cannot stay at home.
t
You see the mob wont suffer you to preach in this
towm." Nelson replied," I did not know this town was
governed by the mob. Most towns are governed by
Magistrates," Nelson then went on to describe the low
state of morals in the country. The alderman said to him,
"Do not preach here." "But God opened my mouth," related
kelson "and I did not cease to set life and death
ti
before him. The constable began to be uneasy with him
and said, Vhat must we do with him? Not knowing what
else to do the alderman "ordered the constable to con-
duct me to the house he fetched me from and take
great care that the mob did not hurt me. This seemed
to be a great mortification to him, but he was
(1)
obliged to do it." This is told in a letter from
John Nelson which Lesley quotes in his journal. Thda
was the life of this eighteenth century apostle who
planted Methodism in Leeds, Sheffield, Manchester and York.
Thomas Thomas flfalsh was one of Lesley's
Walsh.
first converts In Ireland. He renounced
Catholicism and after his conversion threw himself into
(1) J ournal of the Rev. John Wesley M.A . p. 550
<
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the work of the ministry with such intensity that he
died when only twenty-eight • Walsh did not have the
strength that John Nelson had, but he was more of
a scholar. In addition to his native Gaelic tongue
he mastered English, Latin, ^reek and -Hebrew. He
could even tell how many times 8 given Greek or Hebrew
words wes used in the Scripture. Many Catholics, as
well as others, came to hear him preach, and the
number of converts he won among the Romanists brought
him coniderable opposition from the priests. John
Wesley said of him, "I do not remember ever to have
known a preacher, who in so few years he remained upon
(1)
earth, was an instrument of converting so many sinners."
Alexander Lesley selected his
Ma ther.
lay -preachers from various walks of
life. Alexander Mather was a baker who had been raised
in a scotch Presbyterian home. In London he heard
John Wesley preach, was converted and joined the Society.
He became a class leader and finally an itinerant
preacher. At first he tried to be both a baker and a
preacher. He worked so herd at both his trades that he
(1) Luccock * Hutchinson The Story of Methodism p. 133
f<
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says he "frequently had not eight hours sleep in a
H
week. He was so successful that Lesley later appointed
him "Superintendent" over a group of societies.
Silas Silas Told was a men who "had
Told.
been a sailor, shipwrecked, capturea "by
pirates, brutalized by years in the slave-trade, and
(1)
had finally settled down in London." He heard
Wesley preach at the Foundry, and was converted. At
first Wesley used him as a school teacher, and then
one day he took his class to hear Wesley preach at
five o'clock. Lesley preached on "I was sick and im-
prisoned and ye visited me." From that day on Told
was a preacher instead of a school-teacher. We took
the prisons of London as his circuit, and devoted the
rest of his life to caring for the prisoners. He
accompanied many of the condemmed to Tyburn, where
they were put to death while crowds Jeered and cheered
and thought it was great sport. Due to his work
hundreds of men and to men, even boys and girls, met
death with courage.
(1) Luccock & Hutchinson The Story of Methodism p. 129
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Wesley tells us thst In the early part of
his ministry he thought It a sin to save a man outside
of a church. He changed radically from that point of
view and pointed men to God wherever he found them,
In the fields, In the market-place, In their homes,
in jails, in inns wherever he stopped or wherever he
met them on his Journeylngs. The contagion spread so
that other men talked about religion wherever they
met. Many scenes could be described where men
found salvation. One is with the British Army in
Belgium. One afternoon a group of soldiers gath-
ered together on a hillside and began to sing while
others c&me streaming from the camp, a British private
began to preach. *ie told them in simple language,
which they could understand, of Jesus and his salvation
which was for all men everywhere. These soldiers
who were thought to be hardened in soul as well as
body, hung breathlessly on the words of the preacher.
It was a new message to them. They crowded to hear
him every day and sometimes two and three times a day.
The preacher was John Haine, who had not yet met
Wesley, but he wt- s one of the converts of the movement.
1•
»
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He organized Methodist Societies in several Army Camps
and afterwards served many years as an itinerant
preacher in Enorland.
' hadAt Oxford Wesley /started to organize his time
in a most methodical manner, and to fill every fragment
of his time with useful activities. It was because he
and the other members of the Holy Club were so meth-
odical in their daily living that they were nicknamed
Methodists. His diaries and his Journals show that
he continued thus the rest of his life. "What a steward'
ship of time is there unfolded! Uor sixty-six
years the minutest details of the day are scrutinized
under the piercing light of an active conscience,
sensitized by religion. Before such a tribunal moments
take on the value of hours, hours of days, and days of
(1)
destiny.*' This was subordinating every phase of
life, every detail of it, to the glory of God, Just
as the Puritans did. Naturally Wesley instructed his
ministers and helpers to do the same. «e arranged his
itineracy so th8t he visited some of his preacher**
and observed the work they were doing. Dome he took
(1) Cell, G.C.,
"gf^f^w01
* Religion" in Methodist
May 1924 p.385
I
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with him. Through these, and other methods, he
personally supervised aid directed his work.
His letters show that he was very exacting
in what he required of his preachers. Wesley was
really a uelvinlst, and therefore Puritanic, in his
exactness and thoroughness with which he investigated
every single thing his preachers did, even to their
domestic habits. "Do you" said he, "deny yourself
every useless pleasure of sense, Imagination and
honour? Are you temperate in all things? Do
you est only three meals a day? If four, are y-ou net
an excellent pattern to the flock! Do you take no
more food than is necessary at each meal? Do
you use only that kind, and that degree which is best
(1)
for your body and soul?" More could be quoted, every
sentence of >;hlch Is genuine Puritanism. *Fhe Puritans
had said that there was to be no more eating, drink-
ing qr sleeping than was absolutely necessary.
"Be serlous f let your motto be,*Hollness to the ^ord*
Avoid all lightness as you would av old hell-fire, and
trifling as you would cursing and swearing. Touch no
(1) Pitchett, W.H., Wesley and His Century p. 213.
ii
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woman; be ag loving as you will, but the custom of
the country is nothing to us. lake money from no
one; if they give you food when you are hungry and
clothes when you want them it is enough. But not
silver or gold; let there be no pretense for any to
(1)
say that we grow rich by the Gospel."
The preachers were to be Just as exacting
with the people as Wesley was with them. "They were
to preach expressly and strongly against Sabbath-
breaking, dram drinking, evil speaking, unprofitable
conversation, lightness or gaity, or expenslveness of
apparel and contracting debts without sufficient care
to discharge them; they were to recommend to every
Society, frequently and earnestly, the books that
Lesley published as superior a nd better than any others.
They were to use their best endeavors to extirpate
(2)
smuggling and also bribery at election."
In their preaching they were to exhort the
people to live ethical lives. By visiting the people,
talking to them in groups, or privately, they were
(1) Fitchett, W.H., Wesley and tila Century p. 213
(2) Tyermen, L. , Life of John Wesley Vol.1 p. 446
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to discover those who did not follow their preaching.
If after repeated exhortations they still refused^
then they were to be put out of the Society
In 17^4 the Methodist movement had grown to
such proportions that Lesley decided it was wise to
ask his chief helpers to meet with him in London for
a Conference. This was the first Methodist Conference.
Beside John and Charles V/esley there were four other
ministers of the Church of England and four lay-
preachers. These Conferences met annually. At the
second one a few laymen were admitted. Various questions
were considered. One was whether the Methodists should
separate from/the Church of England and form a separate
church. But as long as John Wesley lived he saw to
it that they remained within the fold of the mother
church.
*he Instructions which John Wesley gave his
preachers at these Conferences were, to preach the gospel
of conversion over the length and breadth of England,
Scotland and Ireland; to talk with everyone they met
concerning their soul's salvation; to organize societies,
4
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and appoint lay leaders, and then to move on to the
next appointment. The "Superintendent" or "Circuit
Rider" was to visit each Society once every three
months. This Quarterly visitation was called the
Quarterly Conference.
The circuit rider was not to stay in any one
place any longer than was absolutely necessary; he
was always to be on the move. &s l have S8id before,
Lesley kept in personal contact with his preachers
through private conferences, correspondence, etc. "One
letter a month, a least, went to every one of his
circuit superintendents, and from each one he expected
(1)
at least & monthly report."
Wesley not only told his preachers what to
preach, but he also told them 'how, to preach
He wrote to one of his helpers , "Scream no more at
the peril of your soul. God now warns you, by m€^ ,
whom he has set over you, speak witii all your heart
but with moderate voice. I often speak loud, almost
vehemently, but I never scream; I never strain myself;
(1) Luccock & Hutchinson The Story of Methodism p. 123
1
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I dare not. I know it to be a sin against G-od and my
(1)
own soul."
This Is certainly contrary to the manner of
preaching of the twentieth century evangelists and
some of the other evangelical preachers of our day.
Another instruction to lay preachers was that they
were to study. The Conference Minutes of 1766
instructed them to "Steadily spend all the morning
in this employ, or at least five hours in twenty-
(2)
four." If they had no taste for studying or
reading they were to contract a taste for it, or else
return to their original trade. Wesley was very sen-
sitive to the charge msde by the Anglican clergy,
that his preachers were Ignorant men. He had his
own inherent hatred of Ignorance, and so he naturally
Insisted on his men studying. His own estimate of
them Is, "In the one thing, which they profess to know,
they are not ignorant men. I trust that there is
not one of them who is not able to go through such
an examination in substantial, practical, experimental
(1) Fitchett, W.H. , Wesley and his Century , p. 214
(2) Luccock & Hutchinson The story of"Method ism p. 124
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divinity 88 few of our candidates for holy orders,
(1)
even ln-the University are able to do."
Though most of the lay preachers were not
college trained, they were men that could be trained
in the school of experience. Wesley knew how to
choose men of native ability, who would become gentle-
men under the influence of his training, ^fter they
came through his mill, they could take their place in
any company without apology.
The men who helped Lesley in his work were
not to expect any salary, except for travelling
expenses, and they walked a good part of the timej
the Methodist Societies were to feed them. The lay-
preachers were not expected to be married or to have
a home, end if they did
?
domestic ties were subordinate
to the work of the Kingdom. They were to follow
Christ's teaching literally ," If any man would come
after me, let him deny himself and take up his cross,
and follow me." (Matt. 16:24) They were to expect to
be "Hated of all men for my name' s sake." (Matt. 10:22)
(1) Fitchett, "v.H. Lesley and His Uentury p. 215
i
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The descriptions given above, of the lay-preachers,
show that in general they were tireless and. loyal
helpers of Wesley. In his Journal he describes
many of the persecutions which these men endured.
After quoting one letter which tells of one lay preach-
er who was committedto the House of Correction as a
vagrant, Wesley adds, "I pray, for what pay could we
procure men to do this service? To be always ready
(1)
to go to prison or death?"
Wesley's social «vesley travelled about
Service Work.
he was much affected by the condi-
tions of the poor throughout England. He did much
to relieve their suffering. At Bristol, when many
of the people were out of work in 1740, Lesley made
collections and fed as many as a hundred and some-
times a hundred and fifty in a day. That same year
in London, Wesley persuaded some of the society
people in London to bring of their clothes which
they could spare, which were then distributed among
the poor of the society. In 1744 this same society
contributed one hundred and ninety-six pounds in
(1) Journal of the Rev. John Wesley Vol. I p. 476
ti
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three months, which provided clothing for three
hundred and sixty persons. During a period of
unemployment Lesley took twelve of the poorest, and
a teacher, into the Society -room where they were
employed for three months, till spring came tn,,
carding and spinning cotton.
In 1759 Lesley found near Bristol eleven
hundred French prisoners ," confined ina little place
without anything to lie on but a little dirty straw,
or anything to cover them but foul thin rags, either
(1)
by day or night." Wesley was much affected and
that evening he chose a text suitable to the occasiob,
a collection was taken and the soldiers provided
with clothes. Influenced by Wesley's example, the
Corporation of Bristol, sent blankets and mattresses.
Other contrlbutiohs were sent from London and other
cities so that vvesley says," from this time they
were pretty well provided with all the necessaries
(2)
of life."
(1) The Heart of John Wes ley's Journal p. 268
(2) " " " " " " p. 263
tI
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Wesley was much concerned, also, about the
sick people whom he found when he visited, wlany
of them were neglected by the doctor^nd otters
were not helped at all.. In 17^6 he opened a dispen-
sary in Bristol and distributed medicine gratultlously
to the poorer members of his Societies, with the
advice of an apothecary and a surgeon. In five months
five hundred cases were treated. "Seventy one of these,
he says, " were entirely cured of dls tempers^tong
(1)
thought to be incurable."
Wesley was much interested in Franklin's
discovery of electricity, especially in its value to
medicine. In 1756 he procured an electrical apparatus
and "specified certain hours when any person might
come to 'try the vifctue of this surprising medicine.,'
t i
'Hundreds, perhaps thousands, he thinks, were greatly
,
(2)
benefited by this treatment.'"
Emphasis on The organization
Moral Conduct . of religious societies which
Lesley's Supervision
of the Societies. met in private homes was
(1) Tyerman, L. , Life and Tim es of Rev. John Wesley
Vol. I p. 526*
(2) Winchester, C.T., Life of John Wesley p. 137
t
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not an Innovation of Lesley, -froteatant Dlasentera
had done it for yeara. I have already mentioned the
conventiclea which Suaannah wealey held for years
in the rectory at Epworth. Samuel "•."esley preached
before the society for the reformation of Manners.
at Oxford the Wesley brothera and TThitefield often
attended and sometimes preached at the meetings of
theae aocletiea. The Moravians had organized aocleties
in London and other cities in England. It was in
the meeting of an Anglican Society in Aldersgste street
that John Lesley felt his he;-. rt strangely warmed
.
It Is natural . therefore, that wherever the Lesley
followers
brothers preached, tiheir^anded themselves together in
societies. The definition that was given some years
later stated that a Methodist Society "consisted of
a company of men having the form and seeking the
power of Godliness, united in order to pray together,
to receive the word of exhortation, and to watch over
one another in love, that they may help each other
(1)
to work out their own salvation."
(1) Luccock & Hutchinson The story of Methodism p. 165
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These societies grew so rapidly that it took
considerable time and energy to supervise them. The
first enthusiasm of many of the menbers soon waned.
Lesley therefore decided that it was advisable to
either put them back on trial or to put them out
altogether, depending on wha:t thfeir conduct indicated,.
Much of Wesley's time during the first few years,
when he was preaching at Bristol and London, seems
to have been spent in purging the societies, of
these two places of "disorderly walkers*' or "triflers."
As wesley extended his work societies were organized
in other cities and towns throughout the countries.
i^ven with the help of a few sympathetic clergymen
and the handful of lay-preachers It was impossible to
give the thousands that were enrolled the kind of
oversight their spiritual needs demanded. By 174if
there were eleven hundred in the society in London,
and in a year it Increased to nineteen hundred. In
1743 there were seven hundred members in the society
at Bristol; eight hundred at Newcastle; over three
hundred at Wednesbury, and several small societies
in Cornwall. The solution to this problem was
discovered when the Bristol SociEty was trying to
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raiae money to clear the indebtedness on their church.
It was suggested that each member give a penny a week
and that the Society be divided into classes of twelve
with one person responsible for collecting the money
from the other eleven. The leader would pay for those
who were too poor to pay. This was done, and before
long another idea developed. Wesley says that these
class leaders found, as they collected the money,
"that such and such a one did not live as they ought.
It struck me immediately 'This is the thing, the
(1)
very thing we have wanted so long. 1 " Wesley asked
these leaders to make particular Inquiry into the
behayiour of the member ^is ited . The leaders were
also to meet those in their classes once a week, at
which time the members would report on the religious
problems and temptations which they had faced during
were
the week, and what/the outcomes . This was the origin
of the Methodist class-meeting.*' It became the
business of the t ader to conduct a public examination
into the manners of life of each member of the class,
to praise those who were living well, to admonish those
who were falling before temptation, and to exhort
(1) Tyerman, L. , Life and Times of Wesl ey p. 378
4(
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(1)
all to go on in the way of holiness." The leaders
gave the members tickets which showed/that they were
in good standing. Three consecutive absences from
the class-meeting meant the loss of the ticket.
Without that ticket there was no admission to the
meetings of the Society members. Once every three
months the tickets were renewed, and once every three
months the leaders reported to Wesley the condition of
the society members and the condition of the
finances of the society. The raising of money was
always a secondary matter. It was more Important that
the society members should be "earnestly pressing on
toward the mark." If the report was not made to John
Wesley then it was given to Charles or one of the other
Itinerant ministers. This meeting of the class leaders
with the itinerant preachers was called the Quarterly
Conference. The class leaders and other lay helpers
who were appointed, were instructed by Wesley to
visit frequently the members of the Society. Through
these means and the class meetings they were to discover
those who did not walk well. These were reprimanded and
put out if they did not comply.
(1) Luccock & Hutchinson The Story of Methodism p. 168
<
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As the members of the societies still Increased
throughout the nation it became even more difficult
to control the societies. Wesley therefore published
the rules by which the members were to abide. These
rules included directions to attend church services
and society meetings; to pray and read the scriptures
daily; "to abstain from all evil^especially buying
or selling on the Sabbath; tasting splritous liquors;
pawning; backbiting; wearing needless ornaments as
rings, earrings, necklaces, lece and ruffles; and
(1)
taking snuff or tobacco." This is real Puritanism,
for Wesley was a thoroughgoing Puritan in his conception
of what was ethical in conduct and he
e
/forced his ideas
on his followers to the utmost. It is truly said,
that, like Calvinism, the major emphasis of Methodism
was not on dogma, but on discipline; not on orthodoxy,
but on the ethical conduct of life. The Puritan
spirit of Lesley manifested Itself in the way he made
war on pleasure, in his diatribes against fashion in
dress, in his praise of Quaker austerity and simplicity,
in his fierce denunciation of luxury and waste, in his
stern moral censorship of any needless expenditure on
(1) Tyerman, L. Lite and Times of Wesley p. 464
it
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externals of life, even expenditures for artistic
and aesthetic purposes; in his utilitarian attitude
and his religious evaluation of industry and
frugality, etc. All these features stamp him as a
(1)
genuine Puritan."
Lesley had a very keen sense of stewardship
and the value of property. The rule which he himself
followed and advised his people to fAllow was," Gain
all you can; save all you can; give all you can."
He advised all his followers to Judge all possessions
by a Puritan standard:
1."To be honest and owe no man anything.
2. To provide the necessaries of life for self, family
and dependents.
3. To establish those also in a position whereby they
may, with, not without, their diligent labor
provide for themselves vh en he is gone hence.
4. To obtain what is needful to carry on the business
Itself, to be strictly limited to the achieve-
ment of 8n income sufficient for the foregoing
(2)
objects. "
(1) and (?) Cell, G.C., Decay of Religion in
Methodist Review May 1924 p. 36*5 - 209
i«
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All who did not live up to these regulations
were to "be promptly put out of the societies. Lesley
preferred efficiency to large membership in his
societies. Therefore he was constantly purging his
societies of "disorderly walkers." At Newcastle he
once expelled sixty-four for such offenses as
swearing, habitual sabbath-breaking, quarreling, idle-
ness and evil speaking, etc. Twenty -nine were expelled
for lightness and carelessness and seventeen for
drunkenness.
Wesley was very desirous that the members of
his societies should cultivate the habit of reading
pood literature. To this end he "prepared or
abridged treatises on physics, chemistry, medicine,
Mstory, rhetoric, politics, selections from standard
(1)
poetry, to be used as handbooks." In 1778 he began
to publish the Arminlan Magazine, which continued
for ninety years. He also edited hymnals, which
included many of Charles' hymns and some which he
himself had translated from the German. All of these
publications were issued in the cheapest possible form
(1) Winchester, C.T., Life of John Wesley p. 218
4
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p In order that they might have a wide circulation in
the societies* Every itinerant preacher was to
include in his travelling equipment some of the books
and pamphlets which John 7/esley published. It was
the duty of the preachers to distribute these
among the society members.
Religious draining of Keligious education
Children.
was prominent in the
Wesleyan Movement from foe
beginning. In 174-0 Lesley opened a school at Kingswood
for the children of the colliers, that they, too,
(1)
"might know the things which make for peace."
"esley says of this enterprise, "My design in building
the house at Kingswood was to have therein a Christian
family, every member whereof (children excepted) should
be alive to G-od^ and a pattern to all holiness. Here
it was that I proposed to educate a few children, accord-
(2)
ing to the accuracy of the Christian model." Later
on the children of Methodist Preachers and of other
Methodists throughout the country were educated at
>
(1) The Journal of the Rev. John Lesley p, 2 51
(2) Tyerman, L. , The Life an d Times of Wesley p. 397
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Kingswood. "esley believed that all education should
be religious education and he desired the school at
Kingswood to be a Christian school, according to his
conception of a uhristlan school. His purpose was
laudable, but some of the rules that he used in carrying
out th8t purpose were too strictly puritanical and
narrow. Children as young as six were admitted.
Every child had to rise at four, spend an hour
in private reading, meditation and prayer, and attend
8 public meeting at five. At six they breakfasted and
the rest of the day was spent in studying and working
or walking. At five they had another hour of
private prayer, meditation and another religious
service at seven. At eight they all went to bed.
There, was never to be any time allowed for
playing "on the ground that he who plays when he is
(1>
a child plays when he is a man." Another rule was
that every healthy child was to fast every -riday
till three o* clock in the afternoon. It is not at
| all surprising that these rules were often broken
(1) Tyerman, Life and rimes of Lesley p. 10
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and that some parents removed their children from the
school, and other children h8d to be dismissed, ihe
progAam was the same for children of all ages. It
certainly was not a four-fold education; religious,
social, men tal, and physical, rhere was no provision for
the development of the social life
:
and only several
hours every day In working or walking was physical.
The religious training they received was forced on then.
Wesley himself wrote or revised many texts for the
ingswood school. He tells in his Journal of preparing
texts on iiJigllsh History, Roman History, I«tln Grammar,
French Grammar, "Primitive Ghrlstlanity^ M and selecting
passages from Milton for the older cnlldren to learn.
However harshly we may criticise the Klngswood school
it was a good school in its day. Many of its students
later became ^e +hodist ministers and some were prominent
in other professions.
Wesley also started an orphanage at Newcastle.
Une of the first Sunday schools in the Kingdom was
established there in connection with the orphanage and
one thousand children attended. He Instructed his
t * - - HM
t
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preachers as they travelled throughout the country
to meet the children twice a week and teach them the
catechism. He was a very warm advocate of popular
education. "It was one of his correspondents, Miss Ball
who started the first Sunday School, fourteen years
before Kobert Raikes opened his; and it was another
young Methodist woman, a Miss Cooke, who first
suggested to Robert Raikes the idea of his Gloucester
(1)
school. " Wesley was very much in favor of the idea
from the first. He said of them, "So many children
in one parish are restrained from open sin, and taught
a little pood manners, 8t least, as well as to read
(2)
the Bible." "esleyan Sunday schools were organized
in many towns. At Bolton there were over nine hundred
in the Sunday ochool.
Influence of Wesley on As we might expect
the Eighteenth
Century, Wesley's work soon began
to show its effect. In 1744
he says, "Those of St. Just were the chief of the
whole country for hurling, fighting, drinking and all
msnner of wickedness; but many of the lions are become
(1) Winchester, Life of John Wesley p. 217
(2) " " " '* " p. 217
I»
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lambs, are continually pr-: ising God and calling their
old companions in sin to come and magnify the Lord
(1)
together. " Later he says, concerning "alsal, where
he had formerly been attacked by a mob, "How is Walsal
changed! How has God either tamed the wild beats or
(2)
chained them up!" as in other places the mob had
been impressed by his fearlessness in facing them
and by the meekness with which he endure^ their
treatment of him. The leader of that mob Joined the
Methodist society, and when Charles Lesley asked him
what he thought of his brother he replied, "Think of
him! I think he is a man of God, and God wag on his
side when so many of us couldn't kill one man."
Throughout the Kingdom there were people who
joined the societies and thus learned to live
religious lives. In 1747 Lesley replied to a charge
made by a Bishop. It said "What have been the
consequences.... of the doctrines I have preached for
nine years past? By the fruits shall ye know those
of v.hom I speak; even the cloud of witnesser.
( 1 ) J ournal of the Rev. John '^esley p . 463
(2) Heart o f John Lesley's J ournal p. 303
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who at this hour experience the gospel which 1 1
preach to be the power of salvation. The habitual drunk-
ard that wag, is now temperate in all things. The
whoremonger now flees fornication, tie that stolei
steals no more but works with his hands, tie that cursed,
or swore, perhaps at every sentence, has now learned •
to serve the Lord with fear, and rejoice unto him
with reverence. Those formerly enslaved unto various
habits of sin are now brought to uniform habits of
holiness. These are demonstrable f3cts. I can name
(1)
the men with their places of abode."
Most of the large towns of England had wesleyan
societies, borne of the uttfTbers were -men w^o before
had been among the most dangerous, and it might have
seemed among the most irreclaimable. Whole communities,
before shiftless and impoverished, under the influence
of the new enthusiasm, had become temperate, law-
fa)
abiding and thrifty." In fostering the virtues of
good citizenship the Methodists showed themselves
to be true descendents of the fur i tans. Good citizens
(1) and (2) Winchester Life of ^ohn ->esley p. 151 & 190
I
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are Industrious end all Methodists were urged to
engage in some worthy occupation, -^le persons were
driven from the societies the same as a thief or a
murderer. Theee were sections of the country where
certain forms of vice were almost eradicated.
Wesley found while examining a large society at St.
Ives in Cornwall that nearly all of them habitually
bought and sold goods on which the duty had not been
paid. Wesley told them pis inly ," either you must put
this abomination away or you will see my face no
(1)
more." The next day they promised to comply with
his request. In 1762 when he revisited Cornwall he
noted in his Journa l
f
" Tha t detestable practice of cheat-
ing the King is no more found in our Societies." In
1759 he visited a society in Sunderland, a town on
''the northern coast near Newcastle. There he found that
most of the robbers, commonly called Smugglers, have
left us; but twice the number of honest people are
already come in their places; and if none had come,
yet should I not dare to keep those who steal hither
(2)
from the King or subject." However the elimination
of this vice was achieved with great difficulty in
these northern countries.
(1) and (2) Heart of the Journal pp.211 & 256
4
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The current practice of bribery at elections
was another practice which Vesley denounced as im-
possible for Christians. His pamphlets against it
were distributed brsadcast. To his Bristol societies
he w^ote,"For God s sake, for the honor of the <jospel>
for the sake of your own souls beware of bribery;
before you see me e era in the trial will come at the
general election for members of Parliament. On no
account take money or money's worth. Keep yourselves
pure. Give, not sell your vote. Touch not the accursed
(1)
thing." In Cornwall where Lesley and his preachers
received bitter persecution in the early years of his
itinerary, it is said that " as early as 1747 he had
the satisfaction of knowing that among his ^ornlsh
people there were many men who had not only refused
to accept money for their votes, but would not even
eat or drink at the expense of the candidate for whom
they voted. Long before the close of the century the
Methodists came to be recognized as the most Incorrupt-
(2)
ible class of voters in the realm."
(1) & (2) Winchester, Life of John Lesley p. 214
41
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This was truly putting the principles of
Christianity into practice in daily living, and
living to the dory of God which Wesley desired his
followers to do. As Methodists many people were
industrious an£ lived sober and temperate lives,
which they had not done before. Consequently, many
that had been in abject poverty before were now pros-
perous. This story is told of Cardinal Newman ?/hen he
was once touring Cornwall: he remarked to a resident
of one of the towns, "You seem a very temperate people
and in very comfortable circumstances. How do you
account for it? The miner replied, slowly lifting
his hat, 'There came a man amongst us once, ^is
(1)
name was John Lesley. ,M Not only in Cornwall, but
in all England the people called Methodists, who had
formerly "recklessly squandered time, money, strength
of body and mind, in drink, gambling, wild barbaric
sports, or vicious, wasteful forms of pleasure, be-
came under the influence of the revival paradigms
of sobriety, industry and frugality, temperance, labor
(2)
and thrift followed the revival." in the twentieth
year of the revival Wesley wrote that "in times past
(1) A (2) Cell, Geo. in The Methodist Review.—
Decay of religion May 1924
pp. 385.
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who
multitudes of Methodists/had scarce food to eat or
raiment to put on, have now 1 all things needful for
life and godliness for their families as well as
for themselves, and in addition were becoming dis-
(1)
pensers of extensive charities." Wesley had a great
fear of his followers becoming rich and thence forgett-
ing their religion. rAe knew if they would follow his
teachings they would be industrious, which would lead
to thrift and thence to riches, fte could not conceive
how a rich man could also be a ohrletlan. His writings
are full of advice on the subject. "Spenu not one
pound, or one shilling »or one penny to gratify either
the desire of the flesh, the desire of the eyes or the
pride of life; or, indeed, for any other end than to
please and gratify God. (rive all you can, that is, ell
you have. I defy all men upon earth, yea all angels
in heaven, to find any other way of extracting poison
(1)
from riches." This is in accordance with the
Puritan ideal which stated that all living was to
glorify God.
2) Luccock& utchinson The stgrpy of Methodism p. 195
li Cell, C.C. "Decay od Keli^ion" in Methodist
Review Llay 1924 p. i»>
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wesley exerted an influence not only on the
lower classes, but also on the "high and low, rich
and poor." When he preached at St. Ives in 1760 he
said, "Some of the chief of the town were not now in
CD
the skirts, but in the thickest of the crowds." He
was once entertained by the Principal of Marischal
College at Aberdeen, and another time by a Bishop.
In 1783 he writes, "The tide is now turned so that I
have more Invitations to preach in churches than I
ft)
can accept of." In 1790 in one of the last entries
in his journal he wrote, "In the evening all the
clergymen in the town except one, who was lame, were
present at the preaching. They are all prejudiced in
favor of the Methodists, as indeed are most of the
townsmen who give fair proof bjl contributing so much
w
to our Sunday uchools." A little earlier in the
same year he wrote, "I am become an honorable man at
Norwich, and God has at length made our enemies to be
at Jeace with us."
In 1782 he told of the profaneness and looseness
(1), (c2i,C3M 4) Heart of the journal pp. 442,484 & 483.
i
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st the spinning and weaving factories at Spworth. borne
of the boys and girls employed there stumbled in at
a prayer-meeting and were .deeply moved. t« These never
rested until they had gained their companions. The
whole scene was changed. At three of the factories
no more lewdness and profaneness was found, for God
had put a new song in their hearts and blasphemies
were turner1 to praise.. When Wesley visited them he
found that religion had taken deep root inthem. No
trifling word was heard among them and they watched
over each otherin love. So It was throughout industrial
i-ngland. ?he leaven of the Gospel of Conversion
permeated the whole working class so that they ceased
to be ignorant, drunken, profane, h=> If-savages , and
bees me instead peaceful, temperate, law-abiding citizens.
hen we think of the number of colliers, factory
workers, storekeepers, carpenters, soldiers and others
who were converted in the Vesleyan Revival, one can
not help but agree with Lecky when he says, "Many causes
conspired to save England from the contagion of the
revolutionary spirit of France, but 8mong them a
prominent place must be given to the new and vehement
<
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enthusiasm which was at that very time passing
(1)
through the middle and lower classes of people."
The circles of influence spread farther than*
Methodist prayer-meetings. In fact "the Methodists
themselves were the least result of the Methodist
revival. Its action upon the Church broke the
lethargy of the clergy; and the 'Evangelical' movement
which found representatives like Newton, and Uecll
within the pale of the Jistsbllshment , made the fox-
(2)
hunting parson and the absentee rector impossible."
Wesley made religion a living reality for
thousands of people. Every religious denomination felt
the Influence of the evangelical revival. It is not
enough to say that he reshaped the religiais conscience
of the nation; he re-crea tec! it! "it was dead! Thrice
dead; and through his lips God bre&thed into it the
breath of life again. The pulse of John Henley is
(3)
felt today in every form cf English religion,
*
(1) Lecky, A Hist, of ^ng . in the 18th Gent . Vol.11 p. 521
(2) Green, J.R. A Short His t, of the Eng. People p. 739
(3) Fitchett, W.H., Wesley and His Century p.
5
I
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?he leaven of the iivangelical Revival was felt
beyond the sphere of Keligion. "in the nation at
large appeared a new moral ehthusiasra, which, rigid
end pedantic as it often seemed, was still healthy in
it3 social tone, and whose power was seen in the
disappearance of the profligate which had disgraced
the upper classes, and the foulness which had infested
literature ever since the restoration.
"A yet nobler result of the religious revival
was the steady attempt which has never ceased from
that day to this, to remedy the guilt, ignorance,
physical suffering and social degradation of the
profligate and the poor. It was not until the Wesleyan
impulse had done its work that this philanthropic
impulse began, ±he great Revival reformed our prisons,
abolished the slave trade, taught clemency to our penal
laws and g*ave the first impulse to popular education." ( 1 J
Wesley had been criticised in condemning too
harshly innocent amusements and recre&tlons and strictly
forbidding his followers to participate in them. We have
Green J.R. A short History of the English People p.739f
i
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seen that he prohibited the pupila at Kingswood school
from ever playing. His views on this subject were
strictly Puritanical, and in the narrow sense of the
word. We cannot deny that there is some truth in these
criticisms. But anyone who fairly tries to characterize
a man and his work will consider more than one phase
of him. Lesley's attitude can be largely explained
by remembering that he lived a strenous life, and that
he rarely had any leisure time himself, some forms
of popular amusements were disapproved of by Lesley
but not forbidden. On matters where there was any
question he let people decide for themselves. He
himself enjoyed reading good drama and advised his
prsachers to do so also in order that they might im-
prove tlieir/speech. fie declared that he himself ," could
not go to the theatre nor play at cards; but he adds,
'possibly others can. 1 I am not obliged to pass any
sentence on them that are otherwise minded. I leave
them to their own^'^ster and to Sim let them stJ>nd or
(1)
fall."
(1) Winchester L ife of John Wesley p.220
iI
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Wesley ' s efforts to relieve the suffering
he saw about him were far in advance of his age.
He did more than some social reformers who give
their whole lives to the work. he fed the starv-
ing, clothed the naked, visited the sick, and
the imprisoned* Yet he considered it far more
important to feed their souls and to lead them
to the fountain of living water* The Wesleyan
movement wqs primarily a religious revival. In-
stead of continually aiding the poverty-stricken,
and letting them remain in their state of poverty,
Wesley lead them to Jesus and so helped them to re-
alize their independence as persons and their in-
nate divinity. Thus they became capable of solv-
ing their own problems.
Though he was a descendant of scholars,
Tesley never acted as though he considered any one
in his societies any less of a person than he was
himself. "He talked with a mechanic or a tradesman
as he talked with a lord. One of his preachers noticed
that he was always especlallv careful about taking off
(1)
his hat whenever poor people thanked him for anything."
The common people loved him and followed him gladly for
his life was a manif station to them of Christ's love.
(1) Winchester - Life of John Wesley p. 269
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In 1789 when he visited Falmouth in Cornwall
he said, ''The last, time I was here, about forty years
s go, I was taken prisoner by an immense mob, gaping
and roaring like lions; but how is the tide turned !
High and low now lined the street from end of the
tov-n u to the other, out of stark love and kindness,
gaping and staring as if the King were passing by.'* (1J
This scene reminds*- one of the white-ha ired Apostle
who travelled in Asia Minor, telling the ptople,
"Little children, love one another."
[D The Heart of John V/esley' -Journal p.37?

SUMMARY
The Puritans left the imprint of their ideas
upon English national life; and the strength of the
English character is largely due to the Pi ri tans.
This is the result of their ideal which they kept
ever before them, that of glorifying G-od in all liv-
ing- in every single thought and action.
John Lesley inherited this high idealism
from his Puritan ancestors. The training which he
received at home was also Puritan; it was thorough
and given in a methodical manner "by Susannah Lesley,
his mother.
At Oxford, Lesley found that most of the
Professors and students cared very little for re-
ligion. However, he and his brother Charles found
a few like-minded students vrith whom they met frequent-
ly for the purpose of helping each other to solve
their religious problems. Together they studied,
prayed, and visited the emprisoned and the poor
people.
At this period of his life and for some

years afterward '^esley was a legalist, and did
everything frome a sense of duty-- doing all
which he thought a Christian ought to do. After
his heart had been "strangely warmed" at Aldersgate
Street in l r 38 he waw freed from the bondage of the
law because, he trusted in God; he knew that his
sins were forgiven and that he was a child of God.
Because he had an inrer urge to preach, he
was enabled to travel through out the British Isles
during a period of fifty-one years, and to endure
all kinds of hardships. He had a never-dying desire
to tell those who had never "heard the voice of a
preacher" that they could be saved from their sins
if they would trust wholly In Jesus.
At the time when he began his work the
flames of Christian zeal had almost died out. In the
England of the eighteenth century the Puritan ideals
of living to the glory of God had either long since
been forgotten, or were sneered at by most of the
people. Immorality, profanity, drunkenness, and
iniquity of all kinds were prevalent among all. classes
.
In addition to this, the Industrial Revolution with
its concomitant evils, began about 1765 with the in-
vention of machines "'hich improved the manufacture

ing processes. The Wesleyan Movement extended over this
same period,-- from the time John Wesley first preached
in the open at Kingswood in 1739 till his death in
1791* He preached mostly in the cities which we re-
developing into great industrial centers. He returned
time and again to preach in certain strategic centers
throughout England, Scotland, Ireland and Wales.
Wesley's work endured "because he organized
his followers into groups in such a way that it was
easy to tell who was living godly, honest, and indus-
trious lives. Thus Puritan ideals were woven into the
fabric of the nation.
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